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NOTICE
This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work.
Neither the United States, nor the National Aeronautics and Space
Administrat:on_ (NASA), nor any person acting on behalf of NASA:
A.) Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information
contained in this report, or that the use of any information,-apparatus,
method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately
• owned rights; or
B.) Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus_ method or
process disclosed in this report.
As used above, "person acting on behalf of NASA w includes any employee or
contractor of NASA, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that such
employee or contractor of NASA, or employee of such contractor prepares,
disseminates, or provides access to, any information pursuant to his
employment or contract with NASA, or his employment with such contractor.
Requests for copies of this report should be referred to
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Office of Scientific and Technical Information
Attention: AFSS-A
Washington, D.C. 20546
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This report, containing the results of a preliminary design program sponsored by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, was prepared under General
Dynamics/Convair TCP 8436 in compliance with Contract Number NAS3-324_, Task
Order Number 3.
ABSTRACT
This report presents the results of a study program to establish a preliminary
design of a multiple purpose disconnect for use in a FLOX°Atlas oxidizer system.
Design requirements are defined, current technology is reviewed_ and a selected
valve design is presentedand installed in three locations. _ _
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_TRODUCTION
The use of 30% FLOX (30 percent fluorine and 70 percent oxygen} as the oxidizer
for the Atlas Space Launch Vehicle has been proposed as a method of increasing
the Atlas vehicle payload capability_ Rocketdyne engine tests, coupled with
analytic studies, have indicated that significant increases in sPeCific impulse and
density impulse can be expected using the new oxidizer and the normal Atlas
hydrocarbon fuel, KP-1. It is anticpated that only minor changeswould have to
be made to existing Atlas oxidizer components to accept 30% FLOX.
Two test programs were funded by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration, Lewis Kesearch Center, to General Dynamics/Convair to feasibility
test major Atlas components with 30% and 50% FLOX.. These programs demon-
strated that modified Atlas components are compatible with 3090 and 5090 FLOX.
The FLOX disconnect documented in this report is a new valve designed to serve
as a fill and drain, boil-off and staging disconnect. Designing the disconnect, for
three different locations will impose the maximum requirements of eachiocation
upon the disconnect.
.ii
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SUMMARY
A survey was conducted to establish current technology on recent disconnect
developments and principles of operation. Principles presently in use were
documented into the main categories" of flow area, disconnect area, actuator
and flexible ducting.
A performance specification was written which contains the design and perform-
ance requirements for the disconnect as used for fill and drain, interstage, and
boil-off disconnects. The maximum requirements of the three different locations
were imposed upon the disconnect.
The configuration was divided into several sections such as the flow area, dis-
connect devic_e, disconnect seal, actuator, etc. Several designs were then
generated for each section and evaluated. The design candidates from each of
these areas were then used to create three basic valve configurations. These
three configurations were then evaluated and one selection made. Final design
activities then proceeded on the basis of this single selection.
°°.
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I. 0 Current Technology
The following manufacturers were visited to acquire information on current
technology used in valves and disconnects:
Fairchild Hiller, Stratos Division
Manhattan Beach, California
AiResearch Manufacturing Company
Phoenix, Arizona
Snap-Tire, Inc.
Union City_ Pennsylvania
AerQnca Aerospace Division
Baltimore, Maryland
Thiokol Corporation, Keaction Motors Division
Denville_ New Jersey
A literature survey revealed that Advanced Technology Laboratories of General
Electric Company and Rocketdyne Division of North American Aviation have both
accomplished thorough searches of available literature on valves and related
subjects and have published reports on findings, along with the results of their
own research on seals and sealing carried out under government contrkcts.
The research on current technology by these companies revealed that there was
no generally accepted technology developed for valves and sealing. The large
number of parameters involved are lacking in definition and categorization.
Each manufacturer has developed a technology based on his own experience or
peculiar circumstances evolving from the nature of the product he is designing
or producing. The illustrations shown in Figures 1 through 8 give a represent-
ative cross-section of missile h_[rdware currently in use and which generally
represents the status of current technology.
1.1 : Flow Area and Closure
The flow area or flow path of the fluid through a disconnect containing a
closure is dependent upon the type of closure employed. Since the closure,, by
nature of its function, forms an integral'part of the flow path, it mast be con-
sidered with the flow area.
1.1.1 The design of the flow area will determine the pressure drop
characteristics of the disconnect. There is no problem in current
GD/C -BHV65-004
technology for design of the flow area. The design of the flow path for
least pressure drop follows well knownprinciples of fluid mechanics found
in many published texts.
1.1. Z The closures used in disconnects manufactured by the vendors
contacted were of two types, (a) poppet design and (b) butterfly.
1.1.Z.1 Poppet Valve closures are uniquely adaptable because
of geometry and motion to disconnects where fluid cut-
off is required at disconnection.
1.1.Z.Z Butterfly valve closures do not provide the uniform
flow path which can be obtained with poppets, but are
more readily adapted to remote actuation where a
rotating shaft seal problem is not objectionable.
1.1.Z.3 Disconnects employing poppets are shown in Figures
1-1, I-Z, 1-5 and 1-6 and Figure 1-3 shows a typical
cross section of a poppet closure disconnect. Figure
1-4 shows a disconnect using a butterfly closure.
1. Z Disconnection Methods
Vendor research disclosed two main types of disconnect methods. Both
types employ seals to prevent leakage upon disconnection. One type requires
external restraint to maintain connection while the other depends upon an internal
restraint between the disconnect halves to maintain connection.
1. Z. 1 External Restraint. This disconnect _-nethod consists of a probe
and mating part employing a dynamic seal on a sliding surface. The en-
gagement may be between concentric cylinders or between spherical sur-
faces. Figures 1-1, 1-4, 1-7, 1-8 and 1-9 are typical of concentric
cylinder probes. Figure l-Z shows a spherical surface probe. When
used as rise-off disconnects, the ground portion is of heavy construction.
Figure 1-9 shows a vehicle borne staging disconnect. In all cases, a
structural restraint is available for each half of the disconnect.
1. Z. 2 Another type of internal restraint is obtained by using necked
down tension bolts to hold the disconnect halves together. For separation,
a tensile load is applied either by cam action initiated by a lanyard pall
or by inducing a bending load also initiated bya lanyard pull. In each case,
the bolts are failed in tension for separation. Examples are shown in
Figures 1-5 and 1-7. Figure 1-6 shows ground half only.
2
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1.2.3 A mechanical detent used for internally restrained types of dis-
connects is employed mainly in smaller sizes, up to approximately 3 inches
in diameter. _e disconnect consists of a probe sealed with an "O" ring
as in larger sizes. An exception is the Snap-Tire line of disconnects using
metallic seats, which also employ a bellows type of seal for the probe in
order to eliminate all non-metallic parts. The most common form of detent
is the ball and groove arrangement, whereby a cylindrical ball retainer
on one side of the disconnect body, positions a row of steel balls which
drop into a groove on the other side of the disconnect body. The balls
are retained by a sliding collar. The two bodies of the disconnect are
thus locked together since the cylindrical cage is restrained by the balls
which are locked in the groove by the sliding collar. Figure i-I0 shows
a typical disconnect of this type.
1.3 Actuator
Three categories of valve actuators are in common use in current tech-
nology. In each category, there is a broad range of configurations of which
only a few typical examples are shown.
1.3.1 Y_chanical Actuators.
a. Simple linear actuators are common in poppet type closures
in which a suitably designed probe pushes the poppet open when
the two halves of the disconnect are mated. Typical examples
are shown in Figures i-i, i-2_ 1-4 and i-9,
b. Manual actuators may employ rotary motion to actuate a
screw engagement or a lever to actuate a cam or shaft. See
Figures I-ii and 1-12.
1.3.2 Pneumatic actuators are adaptations of pneumatic cylinders to
actuate a crank arm_nich turns a shaft to actuate a valYe. Examples
are shown in Figure 1-13. Pneumatic actuators may also be used to
initiate disconnect.
1.3.3 Electric actuators are electric motor driven mechanical screw
Jack type rams used instead of.a pneumatic cylinder. This type is currently
employed on Atlas LOXFillandDrain Valve.
i._ Flexible Ductim6
The flexible duct used in disconnect design is usually on the ground side.
Since the connection to the disconnect is usually metal by requirement of the
fluid, the flexible section is made of convoluted section of duc%. Flexible
°
3
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ducting may be categorized into two general types:
1.4.1 GroundAnchored. This is the most common type of flexible
section and is usually one of three types:
a) Two convoluted sections
I. Internally restrained by a single tie rod swivel mounted
to a spider at each end. A typical example is the aft
section of the LOX staging valve shown in Figure 1-9.
_j
Z. Externally restrained by three external tie rods. Figure
1-1 shows a typical example on the ground nozzle assembly.
b) One convoluted section encased in a tension carrying metal
wire braided sleeve.
I.4.2 Vehicle Anchored. This flexible section consists of a relatively
long piece of convoluted duct covered with tension carrying wire braided
sleeve. This arrangement is required when the ground portion of the dis=
connect is anchored to the airborne portion_ such as shown in Figure Ip5.
1.5 Seals
Only seals used for disconnect mating probes and for valve closures are
considered here. Static seals are discussed in Section 3 and are not considered
to be a major problem in current technology. The seals for probes and valve
closures are dynamic seals involving linear sliding motion or repeated seating
and unseating without relative motion between the valve closure face and the
seat.
1.5.1 Non-metallic seals are used as mating seals for probes in all of
the examples shown in Figures 1-1 through 1-10. In the larger sizes, lip
seals are used predominantly, as these perform well in this application,
I. 5.2 Metal to metal valve sealing has been used, notably in internal
combustion engines. However, the effectiveness of sealing obtained in
this application would not be adequate for the FLOX disconnect require-
ments. Service valves used in liquid fluorine storage and transfer sys-
tems employ metal to metal seals successfully. The condition of such
valves when disassembled after service reveals plastic deformation of
the sealing surfaces. This condition indicatds excessively high seat
stress to obtain sealing. Service valves are usually of small size and of
heavy construction so that the high stresses resulting in high loads on
4
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,I
• component parts are tolerable.
1.5. Z. 1 A successful airborne valve is being produced by
AiResearch for the Saturn V program. The details are
not available for publication; however, the valve is a
ball (or visor) type valve employing a lip type metal
seal loaded by means of a short convoluted length of
duct. Leakage rates are reportedly well within the
limits of the FLOX disconnect requirements.
1.5. Z.Z The groand side of a Centaur fill and drain valve is
shown in Figure 1-6. The leakage requirement for
this valve is not as rigid as required for the FLOX dis-
connects.
1.5. Z.3 Snap-Tite, Inc. has a commercial line of manual dis-
connects ranging up to 3 inches diameter in size. These
valves employ metal to metal seats which depend upon
spring load to develop the seat stress adequate for seal-
ing with essentially zero leakage. Construction details
are not currently published.
1.5.3 Valve closures employing metal to metal seats are definitely
within the range of current technology. However, the parameters for the
successful design of any particular valve closure face and seat to obtain
the low leakage rates required for the FLOX disconnect will need to be
developed because of the lack of applicable parametric data.
5
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6" LOX& FUELFILL& DRAINSYSTEM
FOR USE AT CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURES
AirborneValveAssembly "
...... -[- ..... includesGroundNozzleAssembly
:i!_m_:' FUNCTION,
__ The 6" LOX and Fuel system is designed for use in
filling and draining missiles with cryogenic or hydro-
carbon fuel at the rate of 1,500 gpm. It compensates
.......... for mlsalignment between the missile and the ground
...............
_:: L_
• r, lll |. _l '
r-L , - • i; .%1 . ,
GroUndNezzle. r.:.-..?']_::'_i
Assembly S '_'!!1_'-!
fuel systems, and provides for disengagement of the
missile from the ground supply upon lift-off, with auto-
matic, positive sealing of the missile tank upon dis-
engagement.
DESCRIPTION:
The system consists of an airborne valve assembly which
is bolted to the missile structure, and a ground nozzle
assembly which is fixed to the }uel supply system on
the launching pod. The airborne valve contains o
spring loaded poppet, and a flexible, self-energized
lip seal in the intake end. While the airborne valves
for fuel and Lax are identical, separate model num-
bers are assigned to prevent inadvertent use of a fuel
contaminated valve in a Lax system. The ground
nozzle assembly consists of a nozzle probe cmd a
flexible bellows section.
FEATURES:
Low leakage at cryogenic temperatures
51mpllcty and reliabilily
Low pressure drop
Fully proved flight article on an IRBM
OPERATION.
For the filling or draining operation, the airborne valve is engaged with
the nozzle probe when the missile is on the pad. As the probe inserts
into the valve dnd contacts the flexible lip seal, a sliding seal is formed
before the probe lifts the poppet off its seat. The pressure.energizing fea-
ture of this llp seal permits operation at cryogenic temperatures. The poppet
is held open while the valve and probe are engaged. The bellows section
of the ground nozzle assembly compensates for misolignment between the
missile and the ground fuel feed system without affecting the system pres-
sure drop. Total pressure drop is less than .5 psia at I,.500 gpm of water"
Leakage through the sliding seal formed between the nozzle probe and
the airborne valve is 3 cc liquid per minute maximum at pressures up to
85 psi.
Spring and fuel tank pressures seat the poppet when the missile lifts off
the pad and the probe is disengaged. Maximum leakage from the missile
tank with the poppet closed is 3 cc liquid per minute.
FIGURE 1 - 1_
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DESCRIPTION s
This unit is designed specifically to handle the RP-1 fuels at ambient tempera-
tures, and liquid oxygen in the cryogenic range. In a single design it will
satisfy requirements for both fill and drain. The valve portion is a permanent
part of the missile. Separation takes place during launch.
SPECIFICATIONSs
Size (ID of flow passage)
Wetsht
Missileborne valve
Ground half
Temperature Range
Mtsalignment durir_ engagement
Angular
Linear
Fluids
Flow Rate
Pressure Loss (RP-I Fuel)
6 itch.
8.32 lba.
56 lbe.
• -324°F to 16Q'F
+10"
RP-I
Liquid OxYsen
Liquid Nitrogen
1500 Ol_l
6.5 psi
FIGURE 1 - 2
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.
HOUSING . .
popp_Ip_
HOUSING
POPP_ OPEN POSITION
POPPET CLOSED
POSITION
NOZZLE LIP SEAL
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8
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RN_ VALVE
'_'----- SPACER
i _ GROUND PROBE
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(GROUND)
DI SENGAGED
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FIGURE I-4
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Figure 1-9Booster Liquid Oxygen Disconnect-Valve As_mbly
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|
CROSS SECTION OF CONNECTED COUPLING ....
• -i
-CROSS sEcTION OF DISCONNECTF-D COUPLING
TYPICAL INTERNALLY RESTRAINED DISCONNECT COUPLING
Courtesy SNAP- TITE, INC,
FIGURE I-I0
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A m_qlm.MRLy:
SIZE:
COUPLING MATERIAL:
SEAL MATERIAL AND CONFIGURATION:
DESIGNED FOR"
BASIC DESIGN:
COUPLER WEIGHT:.
NIPPLE WEIGHT:
1039
2 Inch
Aluminum Alloy 356-T6castings with Steel, Eiectroless Nickel
and/or Hard Chrome Plated, linkage
Minnesota Compound 366-Y--Snsp-Tite's special design
"Face Seal" for nipple
Precision Compound 142-70--"O" Rings for adaptors and valves
Pressure fueling the fuel system using aircraft turbine
and jet engine fuels, Grade JP-3, JP-4 and JP-5.
Operating pressure: 100 PSI
Proof pr_sure: 200 PSI
Temperature (nipple): --65°F to +200°F (coup/er): --65°F-to + 135°F
Th_ unit involves three separate operations:
1. Manually connecting the coupler and nipple together.
2. Manually opening the valves by means of a handle.
3. Lanyard release which closes the valves and disconnects
the coupler from the nipple in one operation.
Manually connected, lanyard disconnected No Spill
4½ Lt_
2_ Lhs.
FIGURE 1 - 12 17
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\
3n LOX and Anhydroua Ammonia Valve - Experimental Airplane
FIGUI_: 1 - 13
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Z. 0 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
i , ,.
The following reproduced document specLfies the design criteria and
establishes-the basic requirements of the FLOX Disconnect Valves.
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ABSTBACT
This document describes the performancespecifications for a
multiple purpose disconnect which shall replace the existing
LOX fill and drain disconnect and LOX staging disconnect when
the LOX-Atlas oxidizer system is used for the FLOX-Atlas
vehicle. In addition it shall serve as the FLOX peculiar
boil-off disconnect. Thus the disconnect shall serve the
triple purposes of oxidizer fill and drain rise-off disconnec-
tion, oxidizer interstage disconnection and boil-off dis-
connection. Design of the component for application in any
of the three locations requires that it shall meet the most
severe design requirements of each location.
GENERALDt_ ICS/COI_AIR
PERF0_NCE SPECIFICATION
FLOX DISCONNECT
FOR A FLOX - ATLAS VEHICLE
•
I.I
1.2
INTRODUCTION
Scope
This document specifies the design criteria for the FLOX disconnecta
at lift-off and staging and establishes the basic capabilities of the
components to perform their functions. ,It shall serve as the internal
control for design to these requirements to maintain compatibility with
requirements of the propulsion system. The components governed are:
A. Oxidizer boil-off disconnect'
B. Oxidizer interstage disconnect.
C. Oxidizer fill and drain disconnect.
The release of this document establishes the requirements which all three
units shall meet.
Applicable Documents
In addition to the requirementsstated herein, the components shall also
be designed to conform to the general requirements specified in the doc-
uments listed below:
Re Military Specifications
MI_.-F-T179(1)
MIL-E-5272A
16 September 1952
MIL-N-6011
14 March 1950
Finishes and Coatings; General Specification
for Protection of Aircraft and Aircraft Parts
Environmental Testing, Aeronautical and
Associated Equipment
Nitrogen; Gas and Liquid
Be
C.
Military Standards
Publications
Air Force - Navy-Aeronautical Bulletins:
143d Specifications and Standards,
19 August 1954 Use of
A-2
E• L
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1.2 C. Publications - Continued
Contractor
0-75002
0-75019
7-00209B
69-00202B
Cleaning Procedures - Liquid Oxygen
System Components
Packaging of Missile System Components
Environmental Design Conditions and Environ-
mental Test Procedures for WS-107A-I Equip-
ments, Specification for
Environmental Design and Test Criteria
Specification for Space Launch Vehicles
Vehicleborne and Aerospace Ground Equip-
ment.
e
!
KEQU!ILEMENTS
!_iKn ReQuirements.- General
2.1.1 Basic Unit - One basic unit containing a closure device which
remains open when connected and closes and seals either liquid
or gas when disconnected shall be the basic unit. This unit
shall be so designed that when a closure is required on both
sides of a disconnect, two basic units essentially identical
will b_ used in tandem to satisfy the requirement_
2.1.2 Materials - Materials used shall be compatible with liquid
oxygen and liquid flourine in any mixture ratio. (FLOX)
2.1.2.1 All materials in contact with FLOX must be metals which
are compatible with FLOX. (All seals in particular)
2.1.2.2 Leakage - The design must provide for no external leakage
from the unit body or from engaged units up to proof prels.
2.1.2.5 Decontamination Requirements - Prime consideration in design
shall be given to provide for ease of cleaning, purging and
contamination control.
2.1.2.4 Environmental Requirements - The design shall conform to
environmental requirements per GD/C Report 69-00202B.
21 January 1964.
2.1.2.5 Lubrication - The component shall be designed to function
properly without lubrication of any parts and/or assembly.
2.1.2.6 Screw Threads - There shall be no screw threads exposed to
FLOX.
A-_
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Z. I Design Requirements - General - Continued
Z. 1. Z.7 - The design shall provide for welding in preference to
brazing; however, brazing is not prohibited.
Z. 1.Z.8
Z. I.Z.9
Weight - Good design practices shall be employed to provide
minimum weight.
Interfaces and Clearance Envelopes - Prime consideration
shall be given to matching existing interfaces and holding to
existing clearance envelopes for the Atlas-Centaur vehicle.
Z.1. Z. IO
Z.I.3
FLOX Entrapm_ent - When double closure disconnects are em-
ployed, the space between the closures shall be a minimum.
Concept of Installation Modes - The basic unit may be used in three
different installation modes. These are shown schematically in
Figure 1. Figure 1A shows the unit installed as a disconnect down-
stream from the boil-off valve. An alternate to 1A would be to in-
stall the boil-off valve on the ground and let the unit be the primary
shut-off for the tank vent system. Figure IB shows the unit in-
stalled as a staging disconnect and Figure 1C shows the unit in-
stalled as the fill and drain disconnect.
Z. 1.3.1 Installation lViod e.Rec_uirements
Z. 1.3.1.1 Boil-Off Valve Vent Disconnect
a. Separate closures in both ground and airborne halves
of the disconnect shall be provided.
b. Structural integrity of the tank shall not be jeopardized
by allowable leakage from the airborne closure after
separation (applicable for case where boil-off valve
will be located on ground).
C* Both closures shall open and remain open when
connected, and shall close and remain closed when
disconnected and closures shall remain closed while
separation seal is disengaged.
A-4
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2.1 Design Requirements - General - Continued
2.1.5.1.Z Oxidizer Interstage Disconnect -
a. Separate closures in both the sustainer half and
booster half shall be provided.
b. In the mated position, the closures in each half shall
remain open until demated.
c. Upon demating closures in each half shall close and
seal before separation seal is disengaged.
2.1.5.1._ Oxidizer Fill and Drain Disconnect -
a. Separate closures shall be provided in both the airborne
and the ground portion of the disconnect.
b. A provision shall be incorporated to remotely actuate
the closure to fully open or fully closed position.
Closure actuator and indicators shall be incorporated
in the ground portion of the disconnect.
c. The position indicator shall indicate the true position
of closure, not of actuator.
d. Disconnection shall occur from vehicle rise-off motion.
5. _ERFORKANCE REQUIRF_ITS
5.1 Working Fluid
The unit(s) shall be designed to function with the following fluid media.
5,1.1 Liquid FLOX - Liquid oxygen and liquid flourine mixed in.any
proportion from 100_ liquid oxygen to 100_ liquid flourine.
5.1.2 Gaseous FLOX - Gaseous oxygen and gaseous flourine mixed in
any proportion from 100_ gaseous oxygen to 100_ gaseous
floerine.
3.1.3 Helium - The unit closure shall sea_ against • helium to the
limits shown.
_.2 Operating Temperature
3.2.1 For Liquid FLOX -3Z0 ° F to-Z80°'F
5.2.2 For Gaseous FLOX -500°F to +500°F
5.5 _es_gn Pressures
A-5
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3.3 De sign Pro ss ure s - Continued
3.3.1 For Liquid FLOX
a. 117 psi operating
b. 178 psi proof
c. 228 psi barst
d. The surge pressure developed at vehicle staging will not
exceed proof pressure.
3.4 Flow Re quirements
3.4.1 Oxidize r Inter sta_e Disconnect
3.4.1.1 The component shall be designed to flow 5320 gpm to the
booster engine while connected at an inlet pressure of 67 to
117 psig. The pressure drop to the booster engine outlet of
the component shall not be more than 5.0 psi.
3.4.1.2 During tanking operation, with flow in the opposite direction
the unit shall have a flow capacity of Z000 gpm with a pressure
drop across the unit not exceeding 8 psi.
3.4. Z Oxidizer Fill andDrain Component
3.4. Z. 1
3.4. Z.Z
The pressure drop across this component consisting of two
basic units, valve actuator and flexible ground connection
adapter with a tanking flow rate of Z000 gpm shall not exceed
4.0 psi.
The pressure drop across this comPonent for draining operation
at a flow rate of 4000 gpm shall not exceed 15 psig.
3.4.3 Oxidizer Boil-Off Disconnect
3.4.3.1 The two connected basic units shall be capable of flowing 15 I]_L
sec of gaseous FLOX @ -zg0 ° F with a pressure drop not
exceeding Z psig.
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5.5
4.2
4.5
4.4
Closed Leakage
5.5.1 Liquid FLOX Leakage - In the drain configuration (Figure 1)
with the closure closed to prevent flow in the drain direction,
liquid leakage past the closure seal shall not exceed I cubic
inch per minute for any pressure up to proof pressure.
5.5.2 Gaseous Leakage - In the drain configuration (Figure 1) with
the closure closed to prevent flow in the drain directionl
helium or gaseous FLOX leakage past the closure seal shall
not exceed 265 SCIM at 52 psigo
ENWlRONMENTAL REQU IREMENT_
General
The requirements of GD/A Report 69'00202B shall apply to the Basic
Units and the component assemblies and/or installations of which they
are a part, except as noted in par. 4o2, 4.5 and 4.4 below.
Storage and Transportation Environments
The Basic Units and the assemblies and/or installations of which they
are a part shall be capable of safe storage and transportation with-
out impairment of capabilities from the effects of non-operating
environments specified in GD/A Report 7-00209B, par. 5.2.
Thermal Environment
4.5.1 Oxidizer Fill and Drain Actuator and Ground Flexible Section
These components shall becapable of withstanding the thermal
effects of rocket engine blast to the following extent:
Temperature
so,ooo B U/Ft /Min
5,000" P
Vibration
Velocity Tim__._e
5,000 Ft/Sec 5 Seconds
This vibration envelope was selected because experience and test
data had shown that the previously used specification GD/A 69-00202B
was too strenuous and was subjecting the components to vibration
beyond their actual use.
A-7
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5. LIMITATION
5.1 Basic Unit
5.1.1 Weight
a. Dry weight 25 pounds
b. Wet weight 95 pounds
5. 1. 1.1 Oxidizer Fill and Drain Actuator Section
5.1.1.1.1 Weight
a. Dry weight Z5 pounds
b. Wet weight 25 pounds
5. I.1. Z Oxidizer Fill and Drain Ground Flexible Section
5.1.1.Z.l Weight
a. Dry weight Not critical
5. I.Z Size - The units shall be designed within the following size
enve lope s.
5. I.Z. 1 Basic Unit - Maximum basic diameter 16 inches
5. I.Z.Z
5. I.Z.Z.I
Oxidizer Interstate Disconnect
Maximum Diameter
Maximum Length
Longitudinal Flexibility
Lateral Flexibility, any direction
Ang u/at Mis alignment
16 inches
33 inches
2. Z inches
Z. 35 inches
I. 5 degrees
Deformation -If constructed of convoluted flexible sections,
the Flexible Section shall be designed to prevent excessive
permanent set or squirming to the extent that the performance
of its function may be impaired. Minor permanent set norm-
ally prevalent as a result of manufacturing limitations or
acceptance testing which obviously will not affect performance
of function shall be acceptable. Upon development of a satis-
factory part, the primary parameter for acceptance of.sub-
sequent parts shall be repetition of the spring rate within _t 5"/0.
5.1. Z. 3 Oxidizer Fill and Drain Ground Flexible Section
M aximu_n Diameter
Maximum Length
16 inches
Practical Minimum inches
A- 8
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5. I Basic Unit - Continued
5. I,Z. B Oxidizer Fill and Drain Ground Flexible Section - Continued
Axial Flexibility
Lateral Flexibility at Stub-up in any direction
Angular Misalignment
I. 0 inches
_+. 60 inches
I. 5 degrees
5.1.2.3.1 Deformation - If constructed of convoluted flexible sections,
the Flexible Section shall be designed to prevent excessive
permanent set or squirming to the extent that the performance
of its function may be impaired. Minor permanent set
normally prevalent as a result of manufacturing limitations or
acceptance testing which obviously will not affect performance
of function shall be acceptable. Upon development of a satis-
factory part, the primary parameter for acceptance of sub-
sequent parts shall be repetition of the spring rate within-_ 5%.
5.1. Z. 4 Oxidizer Fill and Drain Actuator Section
Maximum Diameter
Minimum Diameter
Maximum Length
Actuator Housing: Height
Width
From _ Duct
II inches
6 inches.
P rac tical Minimum inches
6 inches
17 inches
I0 inches
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3.0 CONCEPTUAL LAYOUTS AND EVALUATION
The FLOX-Disconnect was divided into its six different functions -the
flow area and closure, disconnect area, actuator, indicator, flexible duct-
ing, and seals required. Ideas are portrayed for each function. These
ideas are rated excellent, good, fair, or poor in Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3,
3.4, 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 to determine the best concept for an integrated
valve design. There are four evaluation categories as enumerated below.
Fluorine Compatibility
a. • Cleaning.
b. Pus sivation
c. Inspection
d. Materials
e. Contamination Control
f. Leakage
Vehicle Compatibility
a. Envelope
b. Weight
c. Minimum Spillage
d, Universal usage
Reliability
a. Simplicity
b. Pre sent Technology
c. Development Risk
Test
a. Qualification
b. Acceptance
3.1 Flow Area and Closure
The flow area shall be of such a size as to permit a flow of FLOX to the
booster turbopumps at flow rates and pressure drops that do not adversely
affect turbopump output. The required FLOX flow is approximately 5320
GPM at a minimum inlet pressure of 67 psi. The maximum pressure
drop at the booster engine outlet shall not exceed 5 psi.
During tanking, a flow capacity of 2000 GPM with a maximum pressure
drop of 4. 0 psi shall not be exceeded.
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3.1 Flow Area and Closure - Continued
For the draining condition, a flow rate of 4000 GPM and a maximum
pressure drop of 15 psi iS required.
The oxidizer bolloff disconnect must be capable of flowing 15 lbs/sec, of
gaseous FLOX at -zg0 ° F with a pressure drop not exceeding Z. 0 psi.
The flow area and closure evaluation ratings have been tabulated in
Figure 3.1 for comparison of the various types and cases. A scale sketch
of each case is followed by a letter indicating the degree of desirability.
A discussion of the principal merits and deficiencies of each case, with
appropriate recommendations, is included in the following paragraphs.
3. I. I Twin Butterfly. The twin butterfly closure consists of two closure
leaves. The centerline of closure pivots are located so that leaves are
parallel to each other in the open and closed positions and nearly parallel
in the intermediate positions. Actuation is by a control rod to one leaf.
The twin butterfly closure offers the advantage of reasonable flow path
conditions, adaptability to staging, vent and fill and drain uses; low air-
borne residuals when used in the fill and drain application and minimum
parts in the flow area. This type of unit can be designed :within compact
envelopes. The principle, however, does not lend itself to good sealing
kinematics. Some complexity can be expected at the external disconnect
area due to the butterfly support system. This unit is recommended as a
first choice design candidate.
Split Butte rfly.3.1.2
fly closure leaves mounted On the centerline of the duct.
mounted without clearance between them on a split shaft.
the support shaft and the closures part at mating plane.
rotation of the split shaft.
The split butterfly closure consists of two butter-
The leave s are
At separation,
Actuation is by
The split butterfly closure is exceptional for low spillage upon separation.
The unit, however, has ottstanding complexities in the support shaft area,
in addition to disadvantages listed above for the twin butterfly. Weight
penalties can also be expected. This principle is not recommended.
3.1.3 Twin Ball. The twin ball closure makes use of a conventional ball
with a large port. Closure is obtained by rotating the ball 90 ° in its
housing so the port in the ball is blocked by the housing. A bali is used
on each side of the separation plane so each portionof the duct is sealed
Zl
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after separation.
This type of unit is not recornnaended due to extrer0e weight penalties,
act_l_tor complexities, large envelope and the need for several external
static seals due to the housing separation planes required for assembly.
Considerable spillage is inherent for this design.
3. I. 4 Unsyrnrnetrical Poppet. The unsymmetrical poppet closure makes
use of two poppet valves, one each side of the separation line. The large
valve has a suitable seat of such size that the head of the smaller valve can
pass through the seat of the larger. The large valve is closed by a spring.
The smaller valve is of such length that it is open after installation and in
turn opens the larger valve. Booster-tank separation is used to trigger •
staging. Both halves of the duct are closed during and after separation.
Good sealing kinematics, symmetry of parts, minimum spillage upon dis-
connection, centerline actuation and adaptability to vent, stage, and fill and
drain applications are offered by this unit. Considerable over-all length,
however, is required to accommodate the poppets and the related supports
and activation devices. • It is felt that the unit can be designed for tmiversal
use within the 33-inch length limitation. The principle does not lend itself
to commonality of parts since the poppets are actuated in the same direction.
This unit is recommended as the third design candidate.
3. I. 5 Symmetrical Poppet. The symmetrical poppet valve consists of two
poppets with the heads of the valves facing each other. The valve seats, the
valve heads and a portion of the housing near the separation plane are sym-
metrical as the name implies. An actuator between the valves is used to
open them. The space between the valves in the closed POSition is smaU.
Both ducts are closed after separation.
Adaptability to common parts is the prime advantage of this system. Actu-
ator complexities, bad flow path conditions, the need for one additional ex-
ternal housing seal, and spillage when disconnected are the disadvantages.
The latter two could possibly be eliminated by incorporating an internal
pneuxnati c actuator in the poppets. This, however, co_,Id affect commonality
of parts and prornote closure complexities. This configuration is recom-
mended as a second choice candidate.
3. I. 6 Outside Moving Duct Type. The outside moving duct type closure
uses two poppet valves arranged head to head with little or no clearance be-
tween them. A forward housing and an aft housing is attached at the separ-
ation plane which is between the heads of the two valves. There are two
bellows which are located at the ends of the housing assernblies. Both
closures are actuated by housing motion. The valves seal the ends of the
ducts before the start of disconnect and after separation.
2Z
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This configuration offers simplified poppet design, good flow path conditions
and common seals. The prime disadvantages are the long over-all length,
the sensitivity of the moving duct to flow dynamics, the lack of adaptability
to staging, venting, and fill and drain applications without excessive corn-.
plexities. This design isnot recommended. .+
3.1.7 Twin Flapper." The twin flapper valve Consists of two flappers or
leaves with a minimum of space between the leaves. The leaves are
supported by a shaft which is also used for .actuation. This type valve is
symmetrical except for the mechanism used for actuation. At separation,
both ends of the duct are closed.
Large unsymmetrical housings, weight penalties, actuating complexities,
and problems associated with closure stability in the openposition makes
this configuration undesirable.
3. I. 8 Twin Blade. The twin blade closure consists of two leaf blades for
closure. Valve opening occurs whenthe leaves are retracted into the hous-
ings provided. Individual actuators are used. The arrangement is sym-"
metrical except for actuator mechanism. The distance between blades is
quite large. After separation, the ends of the duct are •closed.
The blade or gate type valve is inherently heavy and bulky due to the storage
area required to house the closures in the open position. Adaptability to
universal use would not be possible without complexities. This ¢mit:iti,
therefore, not recommended. '
3.1.9 Plug Type. The plug type valve is symmetrical, except for possibly
the actuating mechanism. There are two valves in the arrangement, one on
each side of the separation line. The valve is a tapered plug which seats
tightly to shut off flow. A bellows is used to prevent leaks, and also serves
a s_an actuator.
Undesirable flow path conditions, balky housings, a weight penalty, and no
ready adaptability to universal use are the typical disadvantages with this
unit. The prime advantage is good seating kinematics. This Configuration
is not recommended.
m
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3. Z Disconnect Method
The disconnect design Shall be capable of universal usage in filland drain,
booster separation and the venting area. Fill and drain and booster separation
areas have the capability of providing the disconnect actuator motion. The
venting area must be furnished with a separation system for activation of the
disconnect. The following are evaluations of various disconnect designs •that
have been considered.
3.2.1 Explosion Bolts. This concept consists of two flanges held to-
gether by explosive bolts. Internal to the bolts are small explosive
charges. When this charge is detonated the bolts are torn in two and the
flanges part.
Explosion bolts arean electro-mechanlcal design approach to the disconnect
problem. The booster separation system •electronics can be used for
actuating the disconnect. A separate detonator system circuit can be
arranged for the filland drain, and vent disconnects.
The configuration can use any of those seals evaluated under the heading
of static seals.
3.2. Z Ball Detent. This concept consists of two flanges held together
by conventional bolts. Steel balls in holes around the periphery of a loose
flange forces the loose flange against the static mating member; thereby
sealing the connection. An outer ring holds the balls in place until separ-
at.ion is desired. Upon separation, the outer ring is pulled backwards,
releasing the balls which are automatically ejected from the holes and the
flange s separate.
The ball detent does not lend itself well to the positive release. Very
accurate machining of the ball seats is required. This design has doubt°
ful reliability, along with the high cost of very close tolerance machining.
Any one of the six evaluated static seals can be used with this application.
3. Z. 3 Swing Bolts: This concept consists of two flanges and a static
seal held together by swing bolts. The swing bolts have spherical washer
seats and heads that are wedge shaped. The angled face of the bolt head
fits against an angled flange face. Opposite the angled face of the bolt is
a small roller bearing. A release collar bears against the bearings and
the bolts can then be tightened to fix the static seal. When separation is
desired, the release collar is moved back. This action allows the bolts
to swing outward and thereby causes ,the flanges to separate,
Z6
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The swing bolt disconnect design lends itself to positive disconnection.
The release collar can be actuated by booster staging and vehicle lift-off
with relatively simple mechanical linkage. An umbilical cord can be used
for release in the vent application.
Any of the six evaluated types of static seals can be used with this dis-
connect design.
3. Z. 4 Split Vee Band. This concept •consists of two angled flange s held
together by the wedging action of a split Vee collar. The collar is held
together by explosive bolts. When the explosive bolts are actuated, the
collar parts disengage and the flanges separate. The collar could also be
released by mechanical means.
This configuration lends itself to compact design and simplicity, Seal
types such as the conoseal and bobbin could be used due to the low axial
load requirements.
B. Z. 5 Seal Band - Pneumatically Actuated. This concept consists of a
thin steel strip placed around two mating flanges and welded in place. A
flexible steel strip with attached cutter blades is fastened around the
middle of the steel strip. When separation is desired, the cutters are
actuated by a hollow metal tube that is pneumatically inflated. The tube
is backed' up rigidly by a ring type framework, held in place by a steel
tension band. Inflation of the tube presses the cutter against the steel
sealing strip and thereby causes separation.
The seal band design has an electron beam welded seal strip in place of a
static, compression type seal. This method offers a positive seal but
complicate s the separation operation.
The design is complicated by the need for a tension band, tension band
housing, an expansion metal tube and a ring cutter for cutting the welded
seal strip, whendisconnection is required. The •design is adaptable to
fill and drain, staging and vent operation, but a pneumatic subsystem is
a requirement for actuation. This design would require considerable
de velopment time. :
3.2.6 Seal Band - M echanicall Y Actuated. This concept consists of two
flanges held together by a thin steel strip. The steel strip is used to beth
hold the •flanges together and to seal the joint. Actuating rods with attached
cutter blades are placed around the periphery of the steel strip and the
movement of the actuator rods is used tO push the cutter blades against
the steel strip at separation.
27
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This seal band design has an electronbeam welded s.eal strip in place o£ a
static compression type seal. It provides a positive sea/but presents
separation problems. The separation is accomplished by sliding rods and
attached cutter blades that cut the sealing strip when the rods are actuated.
The rods can be actuated pneumatically, hydraulically or by a lanyarcl.
This design is.complicated by the need for slide rods, rod supports and
cutter _lades. Considerable development will be required to assure high
reliability.
3. Z. 7 Locking Fingers. This concept consists of housing faces, held to-
gether by locking fingers. A rearward movement of an outer driver sleeve
spreads the locking fingers. When both halves of the coupling are aligned
and mated, a forward movement of the outer driver sleeve closes the
locking fingers around the mating half of the coupling.
This design concept has been built and successfuUy tested for small units.
A complete report on the experimental evaluation made of this qaick dis-
connect is given in NASA Technical Note D-17ZY.
3.2.8 Shear Rivets. This concept consists of a plain conoseal wedged in
a cavity between two assembled flanges. Soft rivets are used to hold the
assembly together during handling or for overcoming loads which may
separate the flanges prior to disconnecting. For the interstage and fill
and drain applications, the flanges are held in the mated position by the
combination of end structural restraints and the internal pressure acting
upon the annulus area of the bellows section of the mating ducting,
This configuration approaches the limit for simplicity, when used in fill
and drain, and staging areas. The separation force is provided by the
vehicle lift-offand booster staging. In the venting area, a separate sys-
tem must be used to supply the separation force and to simulate the
structural restraints provided in the interstage and fill and drain appli-
c ations. '.
4
The reliability of seali_.g is doubtful since there is no positive attachment
between flanges.
3.Z. 9 Expandin_ Gas - Shear Break. This concept consists of two
flanges, electron beam welded together. One of the flanges incorporates
a weakened section designed to fail in shear when expanding gases react on
its outer periphery. The second flange has a gas expansion chamber, electron
beam welded to the outer diameter.
GD/C-BHV65-O04
When separation of the joint is desired, a low power charge is ignited in
the gas expansion chamber. The expanding gas fails the weakened section
and separation is accomplished. . .
This concept is a positive zero leakage design but inspection and contamin-
ation control of the cavity at the shear section is difficult. The design is
adaptable for the fill and drain, booster separation and boil-off vent areas.
Qualification and acceptance testing is somewhat of a problem because the
disconnect joint can only be used once ....
3.2. I0 Shaped Charge. This design consists of a minimum flange arrange-
ment held together by a welded steel band. The band acts as the positive
seal to prevent any leakage. When separation is desired, a shaped charge
located around the band circumference is ignited failing the band. This
design has few parts, is easy to manufacture and assemble, and is adapt-
able to usage in filland drain, staging, and boil-off vent area. Develop-
ment time would be required to insure proper utilization of the shaped
charge. Problems may develop in contamination control.
3.2. II Tension Bolts. This design incorporates two flanges held to-
gether by bolts designed to fail in tension. .At separation, a load is
applied to the bolts by means of a cam or wedge type system which fails
the bolts in tension. This system has been used successfully on smaU
valves. However, for the diameters required in these applications, the
number of bolts and the mechanism required for loading can become
bulky and complex.
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3.3 Actuator
Several combinations of components can be used for an actuator. As an
example, different types of actuators may be used, the position of the actuator
may vary, the number of bellows and the type may vary, the Bellows themselves
may be used principally as a flexible ducting or may also be used as an actuator.
Figure 3.3 shows the principal actuator arrangements considered and provides
a tabulated summary.
3.3.1 Actuator Mounted Aft. In this arrangement, the actuator is
mounted on the fill and drain line stub-up. The actuator is an internally
mounted pneumatic or mechanical type. Two sets of bellows are mounted
in series above the actuator. The bellows provide for axial and lateral
motions and misalignments between the vehicle and the ground stub-up.
A reducer fitting is attached to the bellows and mates with the airborne
valve at the separation line. The fitting incorporates a position indicator
for the airborne closure, guides for an internal push rod from the actuator
and provisions for completing disconnect assembly when mated with the
airborne interface. The primary disadvantage of this design is the influ-
ence of vehicle motion upon valve closure position.
3.3, Z Actuator Mounted Forward. In this design a pneumatic or
mechanical actuator is mounted inside the reducer fitting which attaches"
to the airborne interface at the separation line. The valve position indi-
cator is also mounted in this fitting. Two flexible bellows sections are
mounted below the housing and provide for the necessary axial and lateral
•motions.
This arrangement divorces the effects of vehicle motion upon valve closure
position. There is no push rod in the bellows area. The bellows lengths
can be held to a minimum since the movements and misalignments between
vehicle and ground interf;[ces are the only influencing factprs. Airborne
closure activation is done only by the internally mounted actuator. This
arrangement is recommended as a design candidate.
3.3.3 Externall]r Mounted Actuator Syste m. This arrangement incorp-
orates a reducer fitting which is attached to the airborne interface at the
separation line. This fitting contains the position indicator, an internal
push rod guide and external mounting lugs for the actuators. There are
two bellows sections below the housing. The straight section between the
two bellows assemblies contains a support spider for the closure actuating
push rod. Actuation is accomplished by applying load to the straight sec,
tion causing deflection of the bellows assembly. The aft bellows section
accommodates vehicle motions and the axial movement required f_o actQate
3Z
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the closure. The forward bellows accommodates the clos6re movements
only. Designs are possible where the forward and aft bellows could work
as separate units. Long bellows can be realized from this arrangement
since both vehicle movements and closure actuation are influencing factors.
The design, however, offers outstanding features such as a clean flow
path, independence between vehicle motion and closure actuation, and lends
itself easily to a highly reliable leak proof actuating system. This arrange-
ment is recommended as a design candidate.
3.3.4 Pressurized Annulus Compartment. The forward position of the
assembly is a reducer fitting attached to the vehicle at the separation line.
The housing incorporates disconnecting provisions, and the position indi-
cator. An annulus type bellows assembly attaches to the aft side of the
housing and to the forward side of an internal spider. A second annulus
bellows assembly attaches to aft side of the spider and the ground side of
the fill and drain line. The annulus area of the forward bellows assembly
is pressurized for actuating the valve to the closed position and the aft
bellows assembly is pressurized to open the valve. These operating forces
are transmitted from the spider to the valve by an internal actuating probe.
Axial and lateral motion is permitted by the two bellows assemblies.
The principal advantage of this design is the simplicity. The chief dis-
advantages are influences of vehicle motion upon valve closure positions
and long bellows sections. This arrangement is recommended as a design
candidate.
3.3.5 Externally Mounted Actuator System - Alternate. The principle
of this configuration is the same as that described in paragraph 3.3, 3.
except that it could be more adaptable to a butterfly type valve.
Since the .......t____'.i..^ _: _;..I_ ,Ip_ butterfly actuating asutt_z_Ly w,._v_ p_n_-r_ relies .... one ....
mating butterfly, two identical valve u_nits are used. The valve on the
ground side is equipped with position indicators and acts as part of the
actuation system. This system is recommended as a candidate.
3.3.6 External Actuators. Several methods can be used for activating
the external actuator systems described in 3.3, 3 and 3.3' 5, such as
hydraulic, pneuxnatic or electromechanical. These in turn can be employed
in numerous ways such as ix, combination with _yokes, load cages, flexible
shafts with screw jac1_s, etc.
One arrangement for reducing the number of actuators is shown in Figure
3.3.6a. This method employs a support bracket hinged with ayoke mem-
ber. One actuator moves the yoke which in turn moves the flex duct
33
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Although high reliability could be realized with this method, the over-
all kinematics is not favorable.
Figure 3.3.6b shows a design employing screw type jack actuators
powered by a central electric drive unit through flexible drive shafts.
This arrangement offers high reliability since only one motor assembly
is used. A similar method can be employed using three separate screw
jack type actuators.
Pneumatic systems offer the advantage of being insensitive to low temp-
eratures. Special thermal isolation features would not be required. The
system, however, could become a problem in obtaining a balance load
condition. Cylinders with unequal diameters, orificed lines, special
mechanical linkages, or combinations of these to obtain a uniform actu-
ation platform could result. Mechanical actuators on the other hand
inherently have many parts such as motors, gear boxes, drive screws,
slip clutches, etc. These may prove sensitive tO the temperatures ex-
pected. They offer the outstanding advantage, however, of providing a
stable actuation platform.
A hydraulic system would require special temperature isolation features.
Since considerable trade-offs must be made which in turn would be closely
related to detail designs of a depth beyond the scope of this activity, no
final system selection has been made. From current estimates, however,
the final selection would probably exclude hydraulic.
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3.4 Closure Position Indicator
The principal purpose of the closure indicator is to produce a signal or
signals proving the valve position. The designs considered are all based on
establishin_ the true position of the closure element and producing a signal only
when the fully open or fully closed position is achieved. The principles shown
can be employed in pairs to indicate the open and the closed positions. The
latter is recommended.
3.4. 1 Mechanical Position Indicator. In this design, movement of a
probe in contact with the poppet actuates a rod. The actuator rod contacts
a micro limit switch which produces the signal. The motion is transferred
at right angles by beveled surfaces on the probe and actuator. The
mechanism is sealed by a bellows housing the probe and a spring is used
to assure contact between probe and closure.
The principal advantage of this type of indicator is that a simple s,,b-
system can be used to produce a signal. The ratio of vertica/push rod
motion to the limit switch push rod is approximately one to one. Dis-
advantages exist, however, due to the number of parts in the flow stream
and the possible need for purging to assure free operation of the intern'al
mechanisms. This arrangement is recommended as a design candidate.
3.4. Z Pneumatic Position Indicator. In this• arrangement, a bellows
chamber in contact with the valve closure is used to establish the valve
position. A limit switch is actuated by a change in pneumatic pressures.
A follower spring is used to keep the chamber in contact with the valve.
The principal shortcomings of this design are sensitivity to temperature
_-_*=,_-u..... ann._srn.=11. ..........rh_nges in pressure may be insufficient to trigger a
pneumatic limit switch with sufficient accuracy.
3.4.3 Electrical Position Indicator. The electrical position.indicator is
actuated by a magnetic slug attached to the valve closure. As the slug
approaches a sensing coil in a probe, a signal is generated. The signal
is then amplified and used for a "go" or "no-go" signal.
Mechanically, this design is simple and clean. It has been used on cryo,
genic fill and drain valves. Its reliability, however, has not been im-
pressive due to electrical complexities in the amplifier. This arrange-
ment is recommended as the first choice design candidate.
3.4.4 _iechanical Position Indicator. The wiggle type position indicator
consists of a probe attached to a thin walled tube. The t_be has supports
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whieh cause a small beam in the tube to bend. iThe bending causes
beam movements at the point where the beam emerges from the housing.
A limit switch is actuated by these movements.
The principal merit of this design is the few moving parts and the
ease of sealing. A possible need for purging the internal passage
to assure smooth operation could be a disadvantage. This arrange-
ment is recommended as a design candidate.
3.4.5 Beam Position Indicator The beam type indicator is a
mechanical system that is enclosed in a bellows. A push rod actuated
by the closure in turn actuates a beam. The beam is supported on a
fulcrum near one end so the motion applied at the short end of the
balance beam is amplified approximately 15 times at the opposite end
where an adjustable microswitch is actuated.
The principal merits of this system is that movement at the closure
is greatly amplified at the microswitch and therefore is,quite sensitive.
The mechanism is fairly complex since a bellows, stops and adjust-
menst must be incorporated in the design. The disadvantages pointed
out under 3.4.1 and 3.4.4 would be applicable to this configuration.
This arrangement is recommended as a design candidate.
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3.5 Flexible Ducting
Q
Provisions for longitudinal and lateral flexibility in any direction must
accompany each installation for the staging and fill and drain applications. No
provisions are required for the vent installations since flexible ducting is pro-
vided from the ground side to the valve assembly. The following designs were
considered (see Figure 3.5).
0
3.5. I Slip and Omega Joint Combination ('Figure 3.5. I). This design
uses the slip joint for longitudinal motions and the combined use of the
slip and omega joints for the lateral deflections. The slip joint incorpor-
ates a dynamic seal assembly capable of allo_ing longitudinal motion and
small angular movements in any dire.ction. The o_nega joint incorporates
an internal girnbal ring assembly capable of angular deflections while re-
straining in the longitudinal directions. Two 4)mega type joints could be
.used in series for this concept to relieve angular motions on the dynamic
seal assembly ir_event this should become a problem_
This design offers _implicity since the use of anti-squirm ansilimit de-
vices are not required. The major disadvantage, however, lies in the
slip joint which requires a dynamic seal. The design also contributes
complications in isolating the effects of longitudinal motions t_pon the
valve closure positions, especially in the filland drain.application which
requires a t I.0 inch movement. This design is not recommended.
3.5.2 Two Bellows Sections (Figure 3.5.2). This design employs two
P
bellows sections for accommodating the longitudinal and lateral motions.
Externally mounted rods limit the bellows travel within the design limits.
This could also be accomplished by using a single internally motinted" rod.
The former is recommended, however, in the interest of clean flow path
conditions. Anti-squirm shields can be added for applications requiring
long bellows.
This principle offers good external sealing capabilities and is adaptable to
staging and filland drain applications. In the case of filland drain, longer
bellows sections would be required to accommodate the vehicle longitudinal
move me nts.
Disadvantages are the need for limiting and anti-squirm devices. This
configuration is recommended as a design candidate.
3.5.3 Omega Joints and Bellows (Figure 3.5.3). This configuration em-
ploys two omega type flex joints (using internal gimbal devices) for
accommodating lateral motions and a bellows section for absorbing
GD/C-BHV65-004
3.5.3 (Continued}
longitudinal motions. The bellows section may be placed between or out-
side the flex joint assemblies depending upon the application. Limit and
anti-squirm devices can be externally applied to the bellows section if
required.
The configuration offers good external sealing capabilities and can be
adapted to the staging and fill and drain applications. In the case of fill
and drain, longer be]lows would be required to accommodate vehiole
longitudinal movements. The need for restraining components for the
flex joints and anti-squirm and limiting devices for the bellows section
are the disadvantages. The assembly could also prove bulky h_ the staging
application. The omega flex joints offer blind areas which could prove
difficult for cleaning and inspection procedures. _ "
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3.6 Disconnect Seals - Static and Dynamic
Zero external leakage is a prime requirement. Two general types of
seals, static and dynamic, are presented in the following paragraphs and evalu-
ated in Figure 3.6. The static type seal is more adaptable to zero leakage
requirements than the dynamic type seal.
3.6.1 Metal "O" Ring. This static seal arrangement consists of two
mating flanges incorporating a finely finished "V" groove in each flange.
A hollow metal "O" ring is compressed between the two flanges. High
axial flange loads are a requirement, as well as surface perfection in the
sealing "V" grooves. This design, however, has proven sealing capabilities
in many cryogenic applications.
3.6.2 Nal'lex Seal_ " This static seal design consists of two mating flanges
with rectangular grooves for housing a Naflex type seal. The seal has two
legs that are formed slightly outward. When the seal is in the rectangular
grooves the mating surfaces contact the sharp edges of the two legs.
Internal pressure tends to force the legs against the sealing surfaces.
Considerable axial loads are required. Flange weights can be high since
the seal is sensitive to deflections.
3.6.3 Metal Bobbin Seal. This static seal consists of two mating flanges,
both of which incorporate a rectangular groove on their mating surfaces.
A two-legged metal bobbin fits the inside diameter of the two grooves. The
two legs of the bobbin are angled such that when the flanges are mated, the
legs are deflected. This deflection causes a wedge type action forcing the
ends of the legs against the cylindrical surface of the groove and placing
the solid ring section of the seal in tension. Since the solid ring section
on the seal naust be 1Rrge to resist the high radial forces, this design
yields bulky flanges. The design can be modified, however, by reducing
the ring size and allowing this ring to bear on the outside diameter of the
flange groove, therefore reducing the flange size. Good contamination
control is possible with this design. The configuration is also aclaptahle .to
mirror image flanges.
3.6.4 Metal Conoseal. This static seal consists Df two mating flanges
that compress a metal sealing ring in a cavity formed by the mating sur-
faces. The wedge type action of the seal causes high radial sealing forces
on the grooves. Like the bobbin type, this deSignuses low axial forces to
produce high radial sealing stresses. Itc0ntrlbutes to lower disconnect
release loads and efficient _use of flange material. However, it is not
easily adapted to mirror image flange design and contamination control.
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3.6.6 .Mating Knife Edge Seals-- This static seal method consists of two
flanges, one of which incorporates a soft metal seal in a rectangular
groove. The mating flange incorporates a knife sealing edge that is pressed
into the soft metal to obtain a seal. This type does not lend itself to easy
replacement. Small axial loads would a-ffect a seal. The design is not
compatible with commonality of parts.
3.6.7 Metal Skin Seal. This seal is accomplished simply by electron
beam welding a metal skin across the mating members. This metal skin
then forms a positive zero leakage joint. Separation can be accomplished
by shaped charge or by mechanical cutting devices. Poor contamination
control and testing difficulties are part of this design.
3.6.8 Annealed Copper 'tO't Ring. This static seal concept consists of
two flanges, both of which incorporate a rectangular sharp-edged groove,
and a_u annealed copper 'tO'_ Ring. The 'tO" ring is compressed between
the two flanges. Considerable axial loads are required to make a seal.
The actual seating is accomplished by the double action of the sharp edges
of the rectangular grooves forming into the copper ring. Testing results
on a 12-inch flange with this type of seal, using gas and liquid nitrogen,
are recorded in a General Electric report (NASS-401ZJ on design criteria
for zero leakage connectors for launch vehicles. Heavy flanges can be
expected from this design.
3.6.9 Lip Type Seal. This dynamic seal consists of a flange arrange-
ment to hold the dynamic seal blade, as weLl as a static metal seal. The
flange also holds a seal retainer that is designed to act as the initial guide
for the sliding mating valve housing. This design requires many parts. A
great deal of development would be required with no assurance that zero
leakage co_d be realized.
3.6. I0 HoLlow Ring Seal. This dynamic seal concept consists of two con-
centric flange sections and a hollow metal seal ring brazed to the inside of
the outer flange. The metal seal ring has a local raised section on its
inner diameter. This raised area is required to slide on the smooth outer
diameter of the inner flange,
This design would require a good deal of development to obtain minimum
leakage.
3.6.11 "V" Ring Seal. This dynamic seal uses an outer flange that holds
a "V 't ring seal. One leg of the "V" seal is used to seal on the inner face
of the outer flange, and the second leg of the "V" seal is a close sliding fit
on the inner member. Fluid pressure on the leg of the "V" seal would tend
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to improve the sealing action. High development could be expected.
3.6. IZ Sprin_ Rin_ Seal. This dynamic sea/concept Consists of two con-
centric cylindrical sections with a spring ring welded onto tl_ inner peri-
phery of the outer cylinder. The contact of the spring ring on the smooth
outer surface of the inner flange is expected to accomplish the sealing.
Fluid pressure under the spring ring can be used to aid the sealing. Zero
leakage would be difficult with this design.
3.6.13 Spring Seal with External Loading. This dynamic seal consists of
outer and inner concentric members with the outer member incorporating
a welded spring seal. The spring seal maintains spring contact with the
inner member. A tension band is used around the spring seal to make it
possible to adjust the sealing load. High development can be expected.
3.6.14 Beam Welded Strip - Tearin _ Action. This concept consists of
two mating members with a single, thin steel, tear sleeve welded between
them. Local raised areas arou_nd.the body of the inner sleeve are added in
short radial lengths to insure tearing of the thin sleeve when separation is
desired.
This concept has a unique feature which allows axial movement before the
tearing action begins. Questionable contamination control and difficulty
with qualification and acceptance testing are part of this desigm
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3.7 Closure Seals
The mating of two seals face to face or diameter to diameter is the basic
sealing mode. Combinations of these, together with various nmterials, are. used.
Some of the seal arrangements shown in Figure 3.7 are more suitable for poppet
type closures, while others are more suitable for the butterfly type. Some could
be adapted to either type of closure. Various arrangements are evaluated in
Figure 3.7. Development effort canbe expected for any of the selected designs.
3.7.1 Soft Metal Insert. The seal in this design consists of a hard sur-
face bearing on a Soft metal. The soft metal region can be a brazed insert
or be soft plating.
Hard surfaces on a soft material minimize the effect of deflections and
permits greater tolerances and surface imperfections than are permissible
with hard mating surfaces. This surface is more appropriate for use in a
poppet type closure. When an insert is used, contamination control may be
difficult. Sealing repeatability is not good. This design is not recom-
mended for design.
3.7.2 Hard Metal Surfaces. This design uses two hard metal surfaces.
A wide land or large contact area is used in conjunction with highly finished
surface s.
This design is best suited for the poppet type closure. Good sealing has
been attained with this method on small valves. The method provides good
contamination control. Sensitivity to fluid contaminates, surface scratches
and deflections are the prime disadvantages. These problems are aug-
mented when a large valve is considered. The deflection problems alone
could impose considerable weight penalties. This design is not recom-
mended.
B. 7. B Hard lvletal - Narrow Land. This configuration uses a hard metal
ridge bearing on a hard flat surface. High sealing stresses are obtained
with this method.
Sensitivity to fluid contaminates, surface scratches and deflections can be
expected. However, good contamination control is offered. This method
is not recommended.
3.7.4 Spring Steel Belt. This design makes use of a spring seal belt in
contact with a soft metal region. The spring belt is welded or brazed in
.place. The soft region can be a brazed insert or be soft plating.
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The spring base mated with a soft area minimizes the effects of deflections
and p_rmits greater tolerances and surface imperfections. Contamination
control may be a problem. This arrangement is recommended for design.
3.7.5 Pressurized Ring for Poppet. In this arrangement, the closure is
engaged with a soft metal torus seat ring brazed in the housing. The seat
is pressurized with helium after engagement causing high radial seating
loads.
Since clearances can be large between the closure and the seal ring prior
to seating, the effects of deflections and tolerances are minimized.
An unfavorable feature is the necessity for a subsystem and the resultant
decrease in reliability. This arrangement is recommended as a design
candidate.
3.7.6 Mechanically Expanded. The mechanically expanded method has a
thin wall flat seat area in the closure that is expanded mechanically into the
housing seat after the sealing position is reached. The actuating mechanism
operates like a conventional internal expanding mechanical brake. To obtain
uniform expansion at the periphery, a six or eight shoe design is used.
The principal advantages of this configuration are the same as for the
pressurized ring of Figure 3.7.5, The expanding mechanism is complex
and contamination control would be difficult. This design is not recom-
mended.
3.7.7 Cono Type. This arrangement makes use of a conventional cono
type seal mounted in the closure. A rolled lip on the closure is used to
retain the seal. The housing incorporates a mating sealing ledge. Upon
engagement, the cono type seal wedges between the two mating surfaces."
The laying surfaces between closure and seal result in poor contamination
control. Sealing repeatability v_ould be poor. Alignment may also be a
problem since the sealing diameters require close tolerances. This
arrangement is not recommended for design.
3.7.8 Non-metallic Soft Seat. This design employs two-stage sealing.
A metal to metal seat is used to cut off the hulk flow. A metal ridge on
the housing is then mated with soft plastic material on the closure to form
the final sea/.
Hardware complexities and poor contamination control are inherent in the
plastic seal assembly. Compatibility of the plastic seal is also question-
50
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able for this type of service. This method is not recommended.
3.7.9 Metal Spring Lip. This arrangement makes use of a spring type
seal formed into a "J", "L" or convolute type cross section or combinations
of these shapes. The metal spring seal is welded to the closure and en-
gages with a highly finished surface in the housing. The upstream pressure
tends to increase the sealing load. This method can be made relatively
insensitive to deflections and tolerances.
Some difficulty can be expected in contamination control at the junction be=
tween seal and closure and the scraping action between lip and housing in
the case of the butterfly application. These features can be overcome,
however, by good detail design. This arrangement is recommended as a
de sign candidate.
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4.0
4.1
INTEGRATED DISCONNECT DESIGN
General Design Features. The integrated design shown in Figure 4-1
is a size 1l-inch configuration incorporating four basic parts; a sus-
ruiner fitting, two butterfly closure units and a flexible duct section.
The length, diameter and interfaces of the unit permit installation as
a staging valve on the present Atlas "D" series vehicleswithout changes
to existing ducting. Commonality of components also permits its use in
the fill, drain and vent areas with minor vehicle changes.
For universal usage, the basic parts are interconnected using flanged
joints incorporating static metal seals, with the exception of the dis-
connect area between the two closure units which employ a special dis-
connect "V" type flange using a static metal seal and release band
assembly.
Prime considerations were given to maintaining a clean and simple flow
passage. No screw threads, faying surfaces, hidden passages, bushings,
special bearings, lubricants, plastics, brazing, or moving shafts pierc-
ing flow passage walls were employed. Any accessories required to
operate the unit are located externally to the flow path. All welds be-
tween the bellows and the mating flanges are electron beam butt welded.
The flow area, therefore, incorporates only two integrally machined
butterfly closures, one actuating rod, an integrally machined cross type
support beam and support pins for the butterflies and actuating rod. The
assembly uses K-monel, 718 Inconel, copper and corrosionresistant
steel throughout (see Figure 4-1J, with the exception of the sustainer
fitting which is aluminum for weight savings. The configuration also
includes position indicators for positive detection of the fully open and
fully closed positions of the butterfly closures. Limit rods, limit sleeves,
lanyard devices and a squirm shield are mounted externally as required,
depending upon the application. The external lanyard cables are equipped
with protective shields for preventing accidental release.
Flow Area and Closure. The flow area incorporates two butterfly type
closures with hinge points offset in two planes (see Figure 4-4}. This
method places the mating faces parallel in the fully open or fully closed
position and allows the upstream pressure to maintain the butterfly in the
closed position after disconnecting. The offset pivots improve the seal:
ing kinematics of the closures since, in the open position, the seal is
near the centerline of the valve assembly. The relief bore in the housing,
therefore, prevents distortion of the sealfin the open position. Upon
closing, the closure seal is wiped into the mating surface of the housing
near the closed position.
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One butterfly is attached to an actuating rod and serves as the driver
for the mating butterfly. Actuation is accomplished by the heel or toe
•area:of one unit bearing on an area of the mating unit (see Figures 4-2,
4-3 and 4-4). Each closure incorporates a local raised strip integrally
machined with the closure structure to serve as an actuating ramp, No
galling or material release is expected between the ramp s_rfaces since
the loads are relatively low and the closure materials selected allow a
high degree of hardness.
As the butterfIies actuate from the open to the closed position (see Fig-
ures 4-2 and 4-3}, the volume between the two blades increases until
the mid-position is reached. Further closing causes this voIume to de-
crease. The closing rate, however, does not provide sufficient time
for fluid to fill the cavity since the sudden initial departure of the blade
surfaces can cause a low pressure region With a resultant gas pocket
formation. Near the end of the _losing cycle, this gas is compressed to
the liquid state prior to closure sealing. It therefore appears that the
volume between the seals will be a combination of gas and liquid or all
gas, therefore providing a compressible media. In event a pressure
build-up develops in the trapped volume, the seals will momentarily
deflect toward the mainstream sides providing a relief valve effect.
This entrapment effect tends to relieve the shock loading conditions
assumed in this design. A detail analysis, accompanied with tests,
should be included for this area in the prototype development program.
Each butterfly is mounted in a rigid ring type housing containing local
external bosses for receivLng the b,__tterf!y support pins, local internal
stop lips_andapolishedsealzone. The butterfly support pins are assem-
bled from inside and do not pierce the housing wall. These pins and the
actuating rod pins are retained by soft rivets. Problems with galling or
seizing between support pins and mating parts is not expected since high
hardness and hardness differences can be maintained with the materials
select_ed, together with low bearing stresses and limited motions.
The butterfly structure is basically a waffle type incorporating an "H"
type beam at the support pin centerlines and cantilever web type beams
running 90 ° tothe former, The open side of this structure faces the
pressure side for minimum residuals at disconnect. Loads required to
actuate the closures are applied directly into the primary webs of this
structure. The skin covering the waffle structure is primarily for seal-
ing. The closure assembly including beams,• webs, skin, actuating lugs,
etc. are integrally machined from a single piece of raw stock. The seal
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is electron beam weided to the rim portion of the structure.
Disconnect Area. The ring type housings containing the butterfly closures
mate at the separation line with "V't type flanges containing a static seal.
These flanges are retained in the mated position by a split "V" type release
band capable of sustaining loads expected for any of the three applications.
This release band is divided into three sections which are retained as an
assembly by three release pins (see View GG, Figure 4-1). Each of these
three sections are, in turn, composed of two sections fastened by a hinged
joint using an eye bolt. The eye bolts are used for applying tension to the
band. The release band, therefore, consists of six segments. Upon with-
drawal of the release pins, the three band sections (each section hinged at the
mid-point} disengages from the disconnect flanges. Release can be initiated
by the withdrawal of any one pin since all other sections are hinged. A leaf
type kick spring can easily be spotwelded to the release band ifrequired.
The disconnect band components are retained with the booster or ground
hardware by catch cables shown in View LL of Figure 4-1. The disconnect
seal is retained at the booster or ground flange by three small pins pressed
into the flange which, in turn, mate with local grooves in the ring section of
the seal.
Special attention was given to the method for retracting the three "V" band
release pins. Release rods incorporating shear pin devices and attached to
the release pins with short cable sections were considered. The use of rods,
however, requires moving the release pins outboard from the position shown
in Figure 4-1, due to the lateral and angular tolerances between the mating
interface flanges at installation. These tolerances cause interference be-
tween the rods and the bellows assembly unless sufficient clearances are
provided. Increasing the outboard position causes unfavorable load paths
to the support spider and the disconnect band.
The use of rods only (no cable sections) was also considered. This method
employed a sleeve type design at the release pin fitting. The rods were
allowed to move inside a tubular section incorporated in the release pin
assembly. Stops on the rods and tubular sections activate release. This
method, however, is not adaptable to clean design since additional features
are required to absorb installation misalignments.
The use of cables offered the simplest design since the movements due to
misalignments and deflections are absorbed in the flexibility of the cable.
Actuator Area. The butterfly closures are actuated internally by a single
rod fastened to a spider beam which is integral with the flex duct section.
Movement of the spider beam, therefore, actuates the closures. Actuation,
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loads are applied externally to the spider beam. In the case of staging
applications, vehicle separation move_nents are used for actuation. For
vent and fill and drain applications, external actuators are employed.'
Position Indicator. The ring type housings containing the closures in-
corporate two local bosses (see View CC and View DD and the inboard
view of Figure 4-1} for mounting position indicator probes. ,Each probe
contains a temperature compensating coil and a signal coil. Opposite _
these probes and located on the butterfly are magnetic slugs. As the mag-
netic slug approaches the sensing probe, an electrical signal is generated.
Approximate spacing between slug and sensor is .0Z0 inch. Signal ceases
when spacing exceeds approxirnateiy . 050 inch.
The magnetic slug is retained in the butterfly closure by rolling or staking
the slug into the mating material. In detail design, the slug or the closure
mating areas may reflect access grooves or recessed areas for easy in-
spection and contamination control.
The position indicators are required only for the fill and drainapplication.
These units can also be conviently employed for the vent area. Staging
applications require no indicators.
Flexible Ducting. The flexible ducting assembly consists of two flanges
and a support spider assembly interconnected with two bellows sections.
The bellows are electron beam butt weldcd to the mating components. The
support spider section consists of a cylindric,_l shell with two internal
cross beams and three external actuating lugs which are used for valve
operation (see View _a_A of Figure 4-])o These lugs, in effect, are exten-
sions of the internal beams so that the loads are passed directly to t-he
internal members. _^ n ....... +_ ,_t]_ th_ aft bellows incorporates
three support lugs for the lanyard devices.
The assembly also includes a squirm shield which is assembled in three
IZ0 ° sections. The shield has local cut-outs for clearing the external
support lugs. The flex duct assernbiy is capable of deflections required
for closure actuation, and lateral, angular, and a_vial movements between
installation interfaces. The clevis sections of the internal actuating rod
are provided with sufficient clearances such that binding will not rest%It
when the flex duct section is laterally displaced.
Disconnect Seals. The valve assembly employs static seals on all external
joints. The metal "O" ring seal is _sed in all joints (except for the dis-
connect flanges) due to its low cost, avail_.bility and provsn performance on
similar applications. The Inetal "O" ring has proven effective also for
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aluminum to steel joints in liquid hydrogen and oxygen services. The dis-
connect flanges, however, require special considerations due to tolerances
and the close relationship between the seal and the disconnect devices. A
modified type bobbin seal (see Reference 1} was chosen since this principle
requires low axial loads to produce high radial seating loads. The seal also
offers easy contamination control and is adaptable to mirror _image flange
design.
Normally, the bobbin seal incorporates a large ring section for reacting
the radial seating loads. This large ring, in turn, requires large dis-
connect flanges which places unfaborable load conditions upon the disconnect
band assembly. It, therefore, appears reasonable to engage the seal ring
with the mating flange surfaces for reacting the radial seating loads. This
also provides a convenient alignment and retaining element for the two
closure housings.
Closure Seals. The metal to metal dynamic seal between closure and
hoNsing is considered a partial development area due to the numerous
variables. The configuration shown may not comply with the final design.
A conservative approach was taken in this area by _sing a radial seating
load of 75 lbs per lineal inch. Actual seating loads, however, may develop
to 1/3 or 1/4 of this value. However, in the interest of reliability, the
valve structure has been estimated around the 75-15 figure.
The seating surface in the housing is a highly finished narrow land section
raised slightly above the main relief bore area. The relief bore area is a
loose tolerance area and provides for' butterfly seal clearances. The
closure seal is electron beam welded to the rim of the butterfly closare.
Soft plating may be employed on the seal, depending upon final design analysis.
Materials. The materials listed on Figure 4-1 have been chosen for their
compatibility with fluorine, ease of fabrication, availability, ability to
maintain high mechanical properties at the temperature ranges expected'
and adaptability to rework. The latter could prove valuable in the proto-
type phase.
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5.0 INSTALLATIONS (GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS}
The II inch disconnect valve is designed for use in the interstage, fill and drain,
and boil-off functions of Atlas "D t' Series vehicles (see Figure 5-4}. In the
event future developments warrant considerations for two valve sizes, the
current systems would permit the use of size 8 inch units for the fill and drain
and boil-off applications. /
The fill and drain and boil-off installations use both closure elements due to re-
furbishing advantages. This could change, however, in the vent area, depend-
ing upon future developments of the venting modes. The unit, however, is
easily adaptable to a single closure installation by simply omitting one butterfly.
5.1 Boil-off Installation. The boil-off installation requires a flexible line
leading from the ground boom to the vehicle. Movements between the
vehicle and the ground structure is, therefore, absorbed in the flexible
line section. This flexible section, however, transmits loads to the dis-
connect. Since the disconnect valve assembly incorporates a flexible
bellows type actuator section, these ground loads must bypass this area
and be reacted back to the rigid section of the assembly; namely, the
valvehousings which, in turn, are supported from the vehicle structure.
A structural tie between the valve housings and the terminating flange of
the bellows actuator assembly is also required to react the closure
activating loads..
These load transmissions are accomplished by attaching a reducer fitting
equipped with a ring type collar to the bellows section of the standard
valve assembly (see Figure 5-!}_ The opposite end of this reducer
fitting is attached to the ground flex line. A cylindrical load Cage is in-
stalled over the standard valve assembly and one end fastened to the ring
section of the reducer fitting and the opposite end attached to the mount -
ing pad& on the valve housing. Three linear type actuators are attached
to the standard lugs on the valve assembly and to the support ears pro-
vided on the load cage. The lanyard release cables are •protected by
routing inside the load cage. Release is accomplished by a cylinder
located on the boom which delivers the required release load to the cables.
In event of release cylinder failure, a cable system on the boom provides
loads to the valve release lanyards during vehicle motion.
The complete standard valve, including the discor[nect joint is bench
assembled. This assembly may then be attached to the vehicle ducting
and structure, as shown in Figure 5-1. The load cage canbe easily
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• (Continued}
designed in several ways to allow installation before or after the valve
assembly is attached to the vehicle. The ground flex duct section is
attached after the load cage installation.
The airborne duct will requirethe addition of a reducer and a bellows
section. Structural provisions would also be required in the vehicle
adapter section for mounting the valve. These are considered minor.
Interstate Installation. The complete standard valve assembly (shown
in Figure 4-1), including the sustainer fitting is required for the inter-
stage application. No external load cage is required since the forward
and aft flanges of the vehicle ducting provide the structural restraints.
Actuation of the valve closures and the disconnect is by the vehicle
staging motion. No subsystems are required. The over-all installation
is shown in Figure 5-Z.
The complete unit, excluding the sustainer fitting, is assembled prior
to vehicle installation. Referring to the staging cycle schematic shown
on Figure 4-1, the following describes the events from installation
through complete valve actuation and disconnecting:
a) Prior to installation, the closures are at the 45 ° position when the
bellows sections are in the free length.
b} At installation, the forward and aft bellows sections are compressed
one inch with the forward bellows limited by two stops. One of these
is the stop sleeve shown in View HH of Figure 4-1. The second stop
is the internal butterfly and push rod assembly. The forward
bellows section is, therefore, limited to one-inch compression. The
valve is now in the open, unloaded position.
c) Axial and lateral movements and misalignments occur between the
forward and aft flanges of the vehicle oxidizer duct, due to structural
deflections, and manufacturing tolerances. This is compensated for
by compressing the aft bellows an additional 3/4 inch (spring rate
approximately 800 lbs/inch). This load, therefore, maintains the
butterflies in the open position. The valve is now in the loaded open
po s ition.
d) Referring to Figure 4-1, the valve is equipped externally with three
limit rods and three umbilical cables. Each cable is equipped with
a swadged fitting and mating shear collar assembly containing shear
64
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pins. These shear pin assemblies are located approximately at the
center of each cable and are assembled in the external lugs of the
valve support spider. Each cable also contains a swadged stop
collar located 1 to 1-1/4 inches forward of the shear pin assemblies.
e)
Upon vehicle staging, the forward and aft bellows return to the free
length position, placi_ng the butterflies in a partially closed position
since the support spider in this maneuver travels one inch. At this
partially closed position, the ift sections of the cables are placed
in tension transmitting loads through the shear pins and into the in-
ternal support spider.
As vehicle staging proceeds, the three sets of shear pins continue
to apply load to the internal support spider until the valve is fully
closed. At this moment, the slack in the forward section of the
cables is zero and the shear pins fracture due to the structural tie
across the valve assembly caused by the limit rods and the internal
actuating rod. Referring to the schematic in Figure 4-I, the valve
is now in the fully closed position with disconnecting started.
f} Upon failure of the shear pins, the disconnect collar release pins
are pulled from their positions by the cables, therefore releasing
the "V" band and separati_g the two valve sections. Following dis-
connect, the bellows section is axially restrained by the limit rods
and the stop collars on the cables. The purpose of the length be-
tween the shear pins and the stop collars on the cables is to allow
s_fficient ti_rue for disconnect actuation after valve closing. All
disconnect components are retained by small catch cables on the
booster side of the assembly.
Fill and Drain Installation. Figure _'3 shows the fill and drain install-
ation details. A new airborne "T" fitting is required. This fitting is
designed to adapt to the present airborne ducting and provide an ll-inch
interface for receiving the standard valve unit. The centerline of the
ll-inch interface is located at the maximum outboard position, com-
patible with vehicle transportation clearances. This outboard position
provides clearance between the booster structure and the ground section
of the valve assembly. A slight increase in oxidizer residuals can be
expected from this fitting compared to the present installations.
for the boil-off installation is also employed here.
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shielding for the actuators and flex sections are employed as required.
The se can be easily attached by a variety of methods to the load cage.
The standard pre-assembled valve is attached to the vehicle at the fl-
inch flanged interface provided by the airborne "T" fitting. The load cage
may be attached prior to or after this installation.
A reducer fitting, equipped with a ring type collar, is attached to the
bellows section of the valve. This fitting is also used in the boil-of/in-
stallation. To provide for axial and lateral misalignments and motions
between the vehicle and the ground stub up, an aft bellows section is
attached between the reducer fitting and the ground interface. Heat
shielding attached to the load cage envelops this bellows section. To
prevent excessive extension of the aft bellows section at lift-o_/, limit
rods are installed between the load cage and the ground stub up. The
lanyard release cables are routed inside the load cage and the heat _hie!ding
assemblies for preventing accidental release and protection from the
exhaust plume.
The cable ends are attached to lugs on the ground stub up. At vehicle
lift-off, the cables pull the disconnect release pins, therefore disengaging
the valve separation "V" band. The cables are adjusted with a pre-set
slack for preventing release during pre-launch vehicle motions.
After lift-off, the exhaust plume may laterally deflect the ground assem-
bly sufficiently to damage the aft bellows section. This can be prevented
by providing a simple framework from the launcher at the outboard area
for limiting lateral deflections. Another method is to incorporate limit-
ing features in the heat shielding assembly.
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TITLE: FLOX Disconnect
RESPONSIBLE GROUP: Propulsion
SYSTEM: FLOX Propulsion System
DATE OF REVIEW: 30 August 65
REF. DOCUMENTS/DRAWINGS:
Report GD/C-BHV65-004
ECP 8436
Conclusion:
With the incorporation of the action items and direction identified by this
Review, the Preliminary Design of the FLOX Disconnect satisfactorily meets
the ground rules and requirements of Sales Order (S.0.) 488-1-1T, (Task
Order .#3 to the -3245 Contract) and subsequent direction. The design con-
cept presented is documented by Convair Report GD/C-BHV65-004 which at the
time of this review was in a preliminary draft. The final report will
incorporate:
a) The results of the action items and' direction of.this review.
b) The drawings used in the review as Handouts.
c) This Design Review Report &
d) Improved and completed data not available at the review.
NOTE: All action items have been closed by their incorporation into the
Final Report,
Deslgn Review Chairman__,_ (5.0) Dat._
Responsible Group , . Date _'_5_ _q
Design Review Group . Date,_ 5_.p_r I c) (_ _"
a ' . " ' , ' ,,t, e, ,, j T
NO. XCTION ITEM ACTION BY SCHEDULB
1, "Include in the Final Report, a discussion OS Anderson/ CLOSED
butterfly closing rates with respect to staging
rates for the staging disconnect application.
2@ Include in the Final Report the identifi-
cation of the benefit and/or problem of
fluid entrapment between buttorflys at
disconnect closure.
To minimise spillage, the butterfly faeiWE
should be placed on the flat side of.the
fly, if consistent with Action Item Two.
Anderson/ CLOSED
8lden
663-0
Anderson/ CLOSED
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NO. ACTION ITEM ACTION BY..
4, Place a fiberglass shield, or equivalent, over Anderson/
the cables to shield them from accidental soil- Siden
cation. 663-0
5. Proceed considering the use of flys with Anderson/
seals on both halves of the disconnects
for all throe applications.
Sides
665-0
6. Provide a line reducer behind the ground Anderson/
portion of the b611-off and fill and drain
disconnects, .
7. Reference the Edwards Air Force Bass Seal Anderson/
Report in the Final Report. 8iden
603-0
8. Incorporate to the report tClosedm, Anderson/
"Mid-Position", and W0pen position m
photographs of the presentation model
8iden
663-0
SC.EDU_.
CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED
DIRECTION:
e
1. Commonality of design for the three applications, as well as for eom-
ponents (flys, seals, etc.) within each application, is to be s
guiding ground rule in the continued development of the disconnect,
P1ULPOSE:
In compliance with the S.O. and Division Policy, this Design Review was
held. The objective of the Review was to evaluate the technical adequacy
and accuracy of the preliminary concept;and to demonstrate to the Customer
this technical feasibility, as well as Convalr's compliance te the tech-
nical requirements of the contract.
PRESENTAT IoN:
Mr. Sides of the Propulsion Group gave the main presentation. This pre-
sentation summarised the material found in the presentation handouts which
were the preliminary issues of significant portions (Report and Drawings)
of the Final Report (GD/C-DtIV65-004) (Copies of the handouts are on tile
with the master of this report).
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PRESENTAT.,IOH,: (Continued)
His presentation centered on the ability of the disconnsst coneept to
function in a FLOX environment for the three principle applications ors
a. A Staging Disconnect
b. A rise off Fill and DrainDisconneot
c. A FLOX Boil-off Disconnect with or without a Boil-off Valve
between the disconnect and the FLOX tank.
DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS t
, , ,
Specific highlights of the evaluations following the presentations tnoludq
Staging Disconnect Application
The operating characteristics of the butterflys (flys) was discussed
in some detail.
It was pointed out that the booster separates from thesustainer at a
relative 1.3 Gs (Approx.) and that fly closure occurs in about the
first 4 inches of staging, making fly actuation approximately • .10
see. operations A recognition and discussion of this detail is to
appear in the Final Report (Action Item One.)
The concept of the fly design brought out the need for careful cons/-
deration of the trade offs in establishing detail design. At this
Review, the fly concept was a waffle construction with the faoJ_ on
the angled side of the fly(Figure -1)
FIGURR 1
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DISCUSSION HIGHLIGI_S: (Continued)
As two flys came together (flat side faces meeting) fluid trapped
within the waffle structure may eithert
1) Act as a hydraulic buffer and keep the seals from seating, or
2) Act as a hydraulic buffer, allowing sealing and preventing
excessive closing impact loads.
The benefit or problem of fluid entrapment can only be determined
in development tests. Action Item 2 was assigned to identify this
situation in the Final Report.
Spillage, when disconnecting, would be minimized if the facing was
on the flat side of the fly (Figure -2). It was decided that until
buffing problems, if any, are identified, it would be preferable to
proceed with the concept of flat side facing. (Action Item 3 was
assigned.).
During maintenance or checkout modes on the ground, the actuating
lanyards may be inadvertently pulled which may, in turn, cause the
ehear pins to fail or the clamp to release. Action Item 4 was
assigned to protect the cable from accidental actuation.
The concept minimizes FLOX spillage, especially with the incorporation
of Action Item 3. It was pointed out, however, that approximately
20 gallons of FLOX will be trapped in the booster section upon staging.
The fly and seal on the booster half will prevent spillage of this
residual. The sa=e _Mount of residual L0X exists in the SLV-3.
Rise-0ff Fill and Drain Applicatio _
The fill and d_ain disconnect is identtca_ in concept to the staging
disconnect except as follows:
The fill and drain valve portion of the disconnect must operate more
than once and without the benefit of rise off to initiate the fly
action. This requires an independent actuating device to perform this
function. An open housing (cage) surrounds the ground portion of the
disconnect and attached to it are three actuators to position the
bellows and hence the valve portion of the disconnect. The cage
provides the structure to receive the peso,ion of the actuators as
well as protect the disconnect.
The 8.0. calls for no closure (fly) on the ground portion of the
disconnect. However. it was felt that, at least, the fly, without a
seal, should be retained to protect the ground portion of the dis-
connect from blast and contamination and to reduce spillage. Ne "
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disadvantage could be aeon in leavinE the seal int as it too would
aid in contamination protection. It was decided to proaeed with
the concept on the basis of fly8 and seals on both sides of the
disconnect. (See Action Item 5)
The presented concept depicted the fill & drain flex section below
the disconnect as the same size (II"_) as the disconnect. This
would require a redesign of the airborne manifold forward of the
disconnect due to a load increase caused by the internal pressure
acting on a larger area. Action Item 6 was assigned to provide s
reducer below the disconnect to avoid the need for an A/B duet re-
design.
FLOX Boll-.0ff .,Disconnect App!ica.tlon
In accordance with the S.0., the boil-off disconnect concepts were to
function with or without a boil off valve (D0V) between the disconnect
and the FLOX tank. With the BOV, a fly was to be provided in only the
ground portion of the disconnect. Without the BOV, flys and seals
would be provided on both sides.
For the present, it was decided to proceedwlth the concept of seals
and flys on both sides of the disconnect. (Action Item 6). Thl8
decision poses a problem for the relief valve exhaust but it has been
decided to reserve this problem for future decision. (See Design
Review Report 696-2-3249-9? for a discussion of this problem.)
The boil off disconnect will now be identical to the rise off dis-
connect including the reducer on the ground half of the disconnect
and the cage and actuation system.
General Application
In demonstrating that the concepts were developed for a FLOX environ-
mentt the following factors are incorporated into the designl
0 The materials selected for the disconnect are compatible with
a fluid medium of liquid oxygen and fluorine combined in an7
mixture ratio.
2. Only metallic seals, gaskets and "0" rings are employed for
separable closures exposed to FLOX.
3. Carbon and rubber materials are not used in the design.
4. The design ninini,e8 external and internal leakage.
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6. Ease of cleaning, purging, inspection and contamination
control has been a prime consideration in .the design.
0
.
.
The concept is designed to conform to-the most severe system
and environmental specifications (GD/C Report No. 69-00202,
Amendment B, dated 21 January 1964).
No lubricants are used in the assembly of any component or
of the valve as a complete unit.
There are no threaded parts where the threads are exposed
to FLOX.
.
10.
11.
12.
No brasing ts used.
Weight is minimised.
Prime consideration has been given to matching, existing
ductlng and clearance envelopes of the Atlas/Centaurvehiele.
The design minimises the FLOX volume between closures in
the two halves of the disconnect.
The disconnect seal design was recognised as one of the critical
features of the concept, (as it would be on any concept.) An Edwards
Air Force Base Report Documents Evaluations made on this type seal.
NASA requested this report be referenced in the Final Report. (Action
Item 7).
NASA stated that for any future effort on the disconnect design should
strive for commonality of all components within the three applications|
so, if possible, only one detail design will evolve, (Direction #1).
It will remain to be seen if commonality will pay off economically.
If one disconnect can be installed in three different application|
it means that it must receive integrated qualification testing t@
perform any of its functions.
A two dimensional moving model of the disconnect, in the staging
application, was used to help explain the disconnects operation.
NASA requested that photographs of the model be included in the
Final Report showin_ the flys in the "Closed t, tMid-p ositionm and
_0psn t positions. _Aetion Items 8)
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7.0 ENGLNEER/NG TEST REQUIREIvlENTS
7.1 Sco 
This section outlines the qualification and individual acceptance testing
required for the disconnect valve described under Parts 2 and 4 of this report.
The tests are defined in sufficient detail for incorporation into a formal test
document similar to that described in GD/C Report No. 69-00Z04 (Outline of
Form and Instructions for the Preparation of Space Lauanch Vehicles--Vehicle-
borne Equipment Specifications).
7. Z Definitions
#
For the purpose of this specification, the complete assembly consisting
of two valve sections with position indicators, a flex ductactuator assembly
inci,'.ding squirm shields, stop sleeves and limit rods, and a disconnect assem-
blv including release accessories shall be referred to as the unit. The external
load cage, load cage accessories, airborne and ground end adapter fittings,
flexible hoses, bellows sections or any other items connecting to the basic unit
interfaces for service condition simulation are considered test fixture items.
The notations LNz, GNz, LFZ and GF Z correspond to liquid nitrogen, gaseous
nitrogen, liquid fluorine and gaseous fluorine, respectively.
7.3 Qualification Testin_
The tests are designed to simulate as close as practical the actual service
conditions. Since the unit is used in three applications, environments from
those three areas are incorporated into single tests, where feasible.
All parts or assemblies exposed to the flow area shall be LOX cleaned
prior to any tests with _fluorine. It is recommended that three (3) test specimens
be made available for this program.
The position indicators shall be monitored during all phases of testing.
New static seals shall be used for the reassemb]'/ of any external joint.
Use no lubricants.
The basic requirements are listed in the Performance Speci/ication (Part
7 of this report), which includes pressure levels, leak rates, functions, etc.
7.3. I Fluorine Compatibilitx Test
7.3. I. I Installation and Checkout. Prior to installation, inspect
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the unit per Paragraph 7.3.8.1, Parts (a) through
(1), where applicable, and Paragraph 7.3.8.2, Parts
(a), (b), (c)and (d).
a) Assemble the unit in the test fixture with "L" set
at Z1.5 inches (see schematic in Figure 7-1). The
external load cage and squirm shield is deleted
for TV and film monitoring purposes. ,%ctuate
from fully open to fully closed to fully open three
time s.
b) With the unit open, slowly pressurize to llTpsig
with GN2 and hold for five' minutes while checking
for external leaks. No leaks allowed.
c)
d)
Reduce the pressure to 32 psig, close the unit and
vent the downstream side while maintaining the up-
stream side at 3Z psig. Record any internal leak-
age across the closures.
Repeat (c) at 60 and 117 psig and record leakage
rates at these pressures. Open the unit andde-
pressurize.
Gas Flow and Actuation
a) With the unit open, passivate with GFz.
Pressurize with GF2 _ 32 psig and hold while
actuating from open to close to open three times.
Checl_ for external leaks.
c) Repeat (b) for 60 and 117 psig.
d) Reduce the pressure to 32 psig using GF2 and
repeat Step (c) of 7.3. I.I, above.
e) Open the unit and flow 15 lbs per second of GF2 at
32 psig inlet pressure and -zg0 ° F temperature.
f) Repeat (e), flowing in the reverse direction.
g) Vent the unit and inspect the exterior for fluoride
deposits or any other abnormal conditions.
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7.3.1.3
7.3.1.4
7.3.1.5
Liquid Fill PlusActuation
a) Till the unit with LF2 at 0 psig and actuate from
open to close to open three times. In one of the
closed positions, hold for 5 minutes.
b) Repeat (a} at 3Z, 64 and 117 psig.
c) Depressurize, drain and inspect exterior for a_y
fluoride deposits or evidence of leakage.
Liquid Fill and Vibration
a} Adjust "L" to 19.5 inches, remove the actuators,
install the squirm shield and lanyard protection
covers, fill with LFZ, pressurize to 117 psig and
vibrate along the ZZ axis per the envelopes des-
cribed in Figures 7-Z and 7-3 and 7-4 (Z minutes/
octave curve}. Monitor for exterior leaks.
b) Repeat (a) vibrating along the YY axis (see Figure
7-i).
Liquid Fill Plus Disconnecting
a) Fill the unit _th LF2 pressurize to 117 psig, and
disconnect by moving the aft face away from the
forward face at an acceleration rate equivalent to
4.0 inches within . 08 ,. 01 seconds. Maintain the
the 117 psig pressureon both halves for 3 minutes
while monitoring for leaks.
b) Reduce the LFz pressure in both halves to60 psig
and hold for 1 minute while monitoring for leaks.
c} Repeat (b} at 30 psi8.
d) Depressurize, drain the two unit halves and
pressurize each unit to 32 psig with GF2. Hold for
three minutes while monitoring for leaks.
e) Depressurize both unit halves, purge and inspect
for abnormal conditions. Give special attention to
the seal areas.
8O
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7.3.Z
• °
Vibration Tests
7.3. Z. 1 Installation and Checkout
• a) Install a complete unit inthe test fixture (see Fig-
ure 7-5) with the aft face misaligned with .respect
to the forward face, per the following:
1. .35 inch offset in the" Y direction.
Z. 1.5 ° angular per view DD of Figure 7-5.
'3. .2 inch increase to the 19.5 inch "L" dimen-
sion.
The complete installation shall include a squirm
shield complete with release cable shields, stop
sleeves, lanyard cables, limit rods and position
indicators for monitoring the butterfly positions.
b) Slowly pressurize the unit with GNz to 117. psig-
and hold for 3 minutes while checking for external
leaks.
7.3. Z.Z Vibration with Unit Connected
a) Fill the unit with LN2 and pressurize to 117 psig.
Hold for 3 minutes and check for external leaks.
b) While maintaining the cor_ditions in Part '-"
vibrate alongthe ZZ axis, per the envelopes of
Figures 7-Z, 7-3 and 7-4 (Z minutes/octave curve).
Observe and record any leaks. Monitor the posi-
tion indicators.
c) Repeat b for the XX and YY axis.
7.3.2.3 Vibration with Unit Disconnected
l
a) With the unit pressurized to 117 psig with LNz,
disconnect and check for leaks across the butter-
flies of both halve s while maintaining the 117 psig.
.b) Depressurize, remove the forward hal/of the unit
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c)
d)
from the fixture and install in a vibration test fix-
ture.
With the forward half closed, pressurize with LNZ
to 117 psig, vibrate along the ZZ axis (using the
envelopes per Figures 7-Z, 7-3 and 7-4 (Z minutes/
octave curve) while monitoring for leaks.
Stop vibration and hold the 117 psig for 3 minutes
while monitoring for leaks.
e) Repeat Steps c and d for the YY and XX axis.
Leak Checkin_ After Vibration •
a) Reduce the pressure to 64 psig for 3 minutes while
monitoring for leaks.
b) Repeat (a) at 32 psig.
c) Drain the LNz and pressurize with GN2 to 3Z. psig
and hold for 3 minutes while monitoring for leaks.
d)
e)
Repeat (c) with GNZ at 64 and 117 psig and record
leakage.
Depressurize.and inspect the interior and exterior
of both halves for abnormal conditions.
7.3.3 Flow Tests
7.3.3.1 Installation and Checkout
a) Install the unit as shown in mode "A", Figure 7-6,
with misalignments between the forward and aft
faces equal to that outlined• in Paragraph 7.3. Z. 1,
Part (a).
b) Pressurize to 117 psig with air or GN2 and hold for
3 minutes while checking for leaks. Steps (a) and
(b) are repeated for modes B and C. Misalign-
ments between interfaces not required for modes
B and C. The filland drain adaptor fitting used in
modes B and C shall be furnished by. GD/C..
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7.3.4
7.3. Z.2
7.3.3.3
Mode "A" Flow (see Figure "1-6}
a) Flow 5320 GPM of water through the valve unit.
Flow direction is aft. Monitor the butterfly
position, pressure drops across the assembly and
any bellows movements.
b) Flow 2000 GPM in the reversed direction. Monitor
the butterfly closure position, pressure drop and
bellows movements.
Mode "B" F!°w (see Figure 7-6)
a) Flow 2000 GPM of water in the forward direction.
Monitor the butterfly closure position, pressure
drop and any bellows movements.
b} Repeat (a), flowing 4000 GPM in the reverse
direction.
7.3.3.4 Mode "C" Flow (see Figure 7-6)
a) With the butterfly closed, flow Z660 GPM of water
through the airborne adapter fitting. Monitor
butterfly position, leakage, and pressure drop.
Proof Cycle
7.3.4.1 Installation and Checkout for Modes A & B (see Fig. 7-7}.
Install the complete unit in the test fixture. The
complete installation shall include the external load
cage, actuators, lanyards, protective shields,etc.
If desired, the test fixture may incorporate a stub
up flex section similar to that shown in Figure 5-3
(Oxidizer Fill and Drain Valve Installation Drawing).
This flex section would be furnished by GD/C. The
tests outlined in this report, however, assume that
no formal stub-up assembly is used.
b) Actuate the unit from open to close to open 3 tin',es.
Monitor the position indicators and the actuator
loads req,_ired to actuate the unit.
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7.3.4.2
c)
d)
e)
With the unit open, pressurize to 75 psig with GN2
and check for external leaks.
Repeat (c) for 117 psig.
Reduce the pressure to 32 psig, close the unit,
vent the downstream side and record any internal
leakage.
f) Repeat (e) with pressure on the downstream side
and the upstream side vented.
Modes A and B Tests (see Figure 7-7)
a)
b)
With the unit open, fill with LN2. Direct a light
spray of ambient temperature water all around the
disconnect region prior to and during the filling
with LNz.
Discontinue the spray. Pressurize to 75 psig and
apply an axial load F 1 = 6000 lbs and F3 = 1000 lbs
to the load cage (direction of F3 optional)and hold
while monitoring for leaks. Monitor the position
indicators.
c) While holding the conditions of Part (b), actuate
the valve from open to close to open 3 times.
Record the opening and closing loads and monitor
for external leaks wnd position indicating. In one
of the closed positions, hold for 5 minutes.
d) With the unit pressurized to 75 psig with LN2,
close, reduce F 1 to 1000 lbs, maintain F3 " 1000
lbs, drain and depressurize the downstream side,
and hold while monitoring for external and internal
leaks.
e) While holding the conditions of Part (d), reduce F1
to 0, apply FZ " ZOO0 Ibs, and disconnect the unit
by moving the forward face at an acceleration rate
equivalent to 4 inches within . 28 , . 01 seconds
(see Mode B, Figure 7-6}.
f) Riaintain the upstream LNZ pressure at 75 psig for
9O
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7.3.4.3
7.3.4.4
3 minutes while checking for leaks.
g) Repeat (f) at 117 psig.
h) Vent, drain and inspect the interior and exterior
of the unit halves. Give particular attention to the
butterfly seal areas and the disconnect components.
Installation and Checkout for Modes C, D and E (Fig-
7-8)
Install the unit complete with external load cage,
squirm shield, lanyards, actuators, etc., as
shown in Figure 7-8 (Mode C). The test fixture
includes a flex hose section for simulating the
actual ground vent line and a lanyard device for
disconnecting the unit during vertical motion of the
airborne section.
b) Actuate the unit from open to close to open 3 times.
Monitor the position .indicator.
c) Pressurize to 117 psig with GNZ and check for
external leaks.
d} Close the unit and pressurize the upstream side to
3Z psig (GNz} and check for internal leakage.
e) Open the unit and depressurize.
Modes C, D and E Tests
a) With the unit open, chill down with LNz. Direct a
light ambient temperature water spray on *.he unit
prior to and during ch, illdown.
b) With the unit chilled down, rapidly drain, actuate
to the closed position, pressurize the upstream side
to 3Z psig using GNz, impose an 8100 in.-lb
moment on the disconnect by applying the load Fr,
and disconnect by pulling the lanyards with the test
fixture actuators only. Note that the magnitude of
Fr is determined by the difference between the
8100 in. -lb moment and that contributed by the
9Z
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7.3.4.5
c)
d_
e)
g)
test fixture flex hose section and the over-all
assembly weight• It may not be required to apply
Fr providing that the flex hose stiffness combined
with any movements between the airborne and
ground fixtures provide the 8.100 inch lbs.
Maintain the 32 psig upstream pressure for 3
minutes while checking and recording leaks across
the closure.
Pressurize the downstream hall of the unit to 3Z
psig and check for leaks across the closure. Vent
the pressareo
Repeat (c) for 117 psig.
Vent the assemblies and reassemble using a new
disconnect seal.
Repeat Steps a, b, c, d and e, except inb, dis-
connect the unit by moving the airborne section at
an acceleration rate equivalent to 30 inches within
•79 _ .01 seconds in the direction shown on Fig-
ure 7--8. The valve lanyard cables are actuated in
this maneuver by the simulated vehicle motion.
Disconnecting shall occur during 15 to 24 inches of
vertical displacement of the airborne section.
h) Vent the assemblies and inspect the interior and
exterior for abnormal conditions.
Installation and Checkout for Modes F & G (Figv.re 7-9)
a) Install the unit complete with squirm shields, lan-
yards, lanyard shields, limit rods, etc. in the test
fixture. The aft face shall be misaligned from the
forward face per the following:
lo
Z•
•35 inch offset in the X direction (see View RR
of Figure 7-9).
I. 50 angular per view PP of Figure 7-9.
3. The nominal dimension "L" reduced by .20 inch.
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7.3.4.6
b) Pressurize the unit to 117 psig and check for
external leaks.
Modes F and G Tests :
a) Fill the assemblywith LN2, pressurize slowly to
117 psig, while monitoring for external leaks.
b) 'While maintaining the i17 psig LNz pressure, dis-
connect by moving the aft face away from the for-
ward face at an acceleration rate equivalent to 4.0
inches within . 08 _. 01 seconds.
c) Maintain the 117 psig LNz pressure on both halves
of the unit and record.any leakage.
d) Vent the press ure, drain and visually inspect the
unit and its accessories.
eJ Reassemble the unit (using a new disconnect seal)
and repeat Steps a, b, c and d with Face B mls-
aligned from Face A, per the following:
1. .35 inch offset in the Y direction.
Z. I. 5° angular per v_.ew PP af Figure 7-9.
3. The nominal dimension "L" increased by Z0
inch.
7.3.5
7.3.6
Life Tests
a) The unit shall be operated under the conditions of Paragraph
7.3.4 through 50 proof cycles.
b) Any malfunctioning of the unit shall cause the unit to be re-
tested until the requirements are met.
Proof Pressure Test
7.3.6. I Instailatidn and Checkout
, |
a) Mount a complete unit in the test fixture with the
aft face misaligned from the forward face, per
Para. 7.3.4.5, Part (a) (see F£gure 7-9).
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7.3.8
7.3.6.2 Pressure Testing
a) Slowly pressurize to 178 psig using GNz. Note any
damage and record leakage. Depressurize and
closely examine for any permanent set.
b) Repeat (a)using LNz.
c) Disconnect the unit (not required to simulate
vehicle motion}.
d} Repeat Steps (a} and (b} above for each half of the
unit.
Burst Pressure Test
7.3.7.1 Installation and Checkout
a) Install a unit per the requirements of Paragraph
7.3.6.1, Part (a} above.
7.3.7.2 Pressure Testing
a) Slowly pressurize with LNz to ZZ8 psig and hold for
15 seconds.
b) Slowly increase the pressure Until burst or extren_
distortion and note the results. Depressurize and
inspect the unit.
c) Using a second unit disconnected, repeat Steps a)
and b) for each half.
Individual Acceptance Tests
7.3.8.1 Visual Bench Check
a) Examine the two interface flanges of the assembled
unit for any surface imperfections.
b) Check the over-all free length which should be
approximately 35-3/4 inches. In this free length
conditions, the driving butterfly should be in an
approxim._te 45 ° position..
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c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
Move the driven butterfly blade within the Limits
allowed by the mating driver butterfly. The blade
should mow freely.
Check both butterfly blades and the actuating rod
for mounting pins and the retainer pins.
Inspect the interior surfaces for scratches, dents,
weld inclusions, etc. Pay particular attention to
the butterfly sealing area in the housing and the
sea/on the butterfly blades. ALl sealing surfaces
should be free from nicks, scratches, abrasions,
denture, etc.
Inspect the butterfly blades for position indicator
slugs. Two slugs required per blade. Check the
slug retaining devices for proper retaining.
Check the butterfly blade structure for any bent
webs, deformed skins, undercuts, burrs, warpage,
etc.
h) Remove the lanyard cable protective covers (3} if
attached and check the lanyard cable assemblies
for release pins, release pin retainers, stop collars,
shear pins, shear pin retainers, and the aft end
fittings.
i} Inspect the limit rods for proper mounting. One
rod is equipped with a stop sleeve (see Figure 4-1).
J) Check the bellows squirm shield for proper mount-
ing and for any unusualsurface conditions.
k) Check the "V" type release band for pin installations,
catch cables, clamping bolt assembly, etc.
1) Inspect the position indicator electrica/interface
for defective threads, bent contact points, etc.
Bench Check Using Tools and Fixtures
a) Attach a fixture from the mounting bosses on the aft
valve housing and to the aft flange of the bellows.
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b)
c)
d)
e)
g)
section. Slowly compress the bellows section
until the external lug on the bellows assembly stops
against the stop sleeve on the retainer rod. Check
the load required for this maneuver, The load
shall be 830 lbs ÷ 5% and the butterflies shall be
in the fully openposition. Check the gap between
the butterfly position indicator slug and the posi-
tion indicator sensor probe. The clearanc e shall
be . 020 + . 005 inch. Electrically check the
position indicato.r sensor. _
Using the fixture, continue to compress the aft
bellows an additional 3/4 inch. The total load
should now be 1450 lbs ÷ 5%.
Slowly remove the load and check the free length
of the assembly and the driven butterfly for free
movement.
Using the fixture, slowly extend the:flex se£tion
until the butterfly blades are . 005 to . 010 inch
from the stop lips on the housings (check with
feeler gage), l_ecord the maximum load during
this maneuver. Limits of this load robe furnished
per the detail seal design and prototype tests.
Examine the shear pin assemblies. There should
be no evidence of pin yielding. Check the gap be-
tween the position indicator sensor. The clearance
shall be . 020 4- . 005 inch. Electrically check the
position indicator sensor.
Hold the closed position and pressurize the up-
stream side to B2 psig while monitoring for leaks
across the butterfly seals. Repeat for the down-
stream side.
Slowly release the load and check the free length.
_'o yielding of bellows permitted. It may be re-
quired to apply a reverse force to the external
actuator lugs for breaking out the seals.
inspect the interior sealing surfaces for any unusual
appearance.
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7.3.8..3 Pressure Check
a) Mount the unit in a f/xture (similar to that shown
in Figure 7-9} and misalign the -_dtflange relative
to the forward flange per that specified in Para-
graph 7.3.4.5, Part (a).
b} With the unit open, slowly pressurize to 117 psig
with GNz while monitoring for leaks.
c) Depressurize, fill with LNz, and pressurize
slowly.to 117 psig while monitoring for leaks.
d) Maintain the 117 psig LNz pressure and disconnect
the unit by moving the aft flange.
e) Maintain the 117 psig in both halves while monitor-
ing for leaks and visually inspecting the limit
devices on the aft half.
f) Depressurize, reconnect using a new seal (torquing
the release band bolts to specified values}, and
repeat Part (b}. Prior to assembly, inspect the
indexing pins of the disconnect flange for any burrs
or bends. All components shall be LOX clean and
moisture free prior to assembly.
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l@ Development of Mechanical Fittings Phase .I & II
Report No. RTD-TDR-63-1115 - December 1963.
Air Force Flight Test Center
Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory
Edwards Air Force Base, California
o NASA Technical N_te D-1727
Experimental Evaluation of Liquid-Fluorine Systems Components
By Richard L. DeWitt and Harold W. Schmidt
Lewis Researok Center
Cleveland. Okio
June 1963
@
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@
NASA Technical Note D-2453
Friction, Wear, and Dynamic Seal Studies in Liquid Fluorine
and Liquid Oxygen.
By W. F. Hady, G. P. Allen, H, E. Sliney, & R. L. Johnson
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
August 1964
Proceedings of the Conference on the Design of Leak - Tight
Fluid Connectors - August 4-5, 1965
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville, Alabaz_L
Compatibility of Atlas Materials with Fluorine Propellants.
General Dynamics/Convair Report No. ERR-AN-64-483
Design Handbook for Liquid Fluorine Ground Handling Equipment
Department 528-0
General Dynamics/Convair
August 25, 1965
WADD Technical Report 60-i59 prepared by the Aerojet General
Corporation under Contract AF55(616)-6586 to Wright Air
Development Division.
Valve Assembly - Fill and Drain, Liquid Oxygen, High Rate ,
S_ecification for Report No. 27-02102 General Dynamics/Convair
Valve Assembly, Low Pressure Drop Disconnect, Oxidizer, Missile-
borne. Specification for Report No. 27-02248 General Dynamics/
Convair
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Calculations. Calculations shown for these designs are of a preliminary-
nature. Detail trade-offs and the optimization of material distributions
were not attempted. However, the components shown are representative
of what can be expected for a prototype unit.
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